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This ltcatl is a CO1lect)On at papers and
lkorts prosted at t11 Fifth Curriculum RL.-search institute Thp
diticie inciA4=:d rctlect the Institute ,s position which recognizes
thdt a teach(t must know the child whom he is to teach; knowing the
chiljrenis Experiential background enables the teacher to alter tim.

at curriculum content and thc pace at pruJentation. In
b(?ihg aware of asidrations and aJf-concqtions of &iiidrcn

suggests appropriate, effective methods ot aluaton PaTurs OA
anxiety and motivation by Seymour Sara9on and Richard Alpert indicate
ways in which certain psychological variables influence learning.
uroup relationships and individual uniquenss are explored in papers
by HerJert Thelon and Ronald Lippitt. Calvin Taylor, a consultant to
the Institute, discusses how creativity is apparent in the behavior
of individuals. The publication not only identifies selected aspects
Ut numan variability but it also explores their relationship to
larning. (Author/SES)
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'.cord

lie AS(:I) 110'.1.;11-1.1I (11,'Vel(1)C(1 ill av
ill1(1 III

tililt IS (Ill in CdlICAIIII1 (111VCI1(11-1 NVith 11111C11

111 (11111i11111:1

-1-111 dirt"( til)it IN from =t p ion of passive' consliMption of tlic re'-

,1;1(11 (r1 others to ictik production of eilocittional knowledge. 1 he first
Iko .1S(:I) research institutes wil-c t() the idr:t cif V(IIIC.;;Iti(111:11

r(HC.11(r it ipaiit----v).11,), by the rvav, liae al\v, paid their
()it \1`a\' hi these nistitotesrediscove red. at these first institutes, the
personal and to chnic:II moaning of research. ThiA- shiltecl themselves from
fl, eonsmoer's t.,-) the producer's point of viec. ;Lnd III so doing foniv.
oul iis cop' coold they -consiline- research loimvledife from
others, meaningfully. `1-his discovery has had important consequences.
some of N\ Inch are' evident ill the present publication.

As prodoccr. there is no end to the kniwyledge ne Is. and there
iti n11 limit to the deniiinds for iit ati\-e sources one iniikcs.
Most intl'It'sti1LL to Hie ;About the present ohmic, iherefOIC. fi(ini the

fact that 540 piolessfonal edocators now. want our
kiul\ +le clue given those who have developed it 1-linte11)reted ill educa=
honal terms, \\-0 Nvant it directh from tilt' scholar himself. 1.1.7e claim to
have the responsibility to translate it into educational terms. mid demand
of ourselves that \VC tel develop onr to do so.

aceeptint4 this responsibility, we have found a Wit!' 01 relatinq Our=
ticiVeti to the source of the knoylcsihye we need. Vs.7(t haNe once more. after
I0(1 long an interval, pot ourscl\-..'s ill contact with the main stream of
American scholarship, which is itself in contact NVitli Sholzirship else-
v\-here in the xyorkl. In these times of national and world crisis. and
therefore of crisis in Aincrici.in education, vvo could 1)4 clinncf nothinv more
inmortant than this for oor i)resent or our future,

"Flie Association is indebted to Walter B. NA-act icn, 1-)ire 7r of the
Institute Stair, for final e(lititm- of the iLantiscripts. liobert B, Lcei)er arid
Bildt P. Ely, of the ASC:1) stall. Ltnided production if the booklet.

Arthur NV. Foshay. l'rrsideta
[urinal. 9(il Association for Stitier%-ision ancl

Curriculum Development. NEA



Preface

The ..\S( I) 011'6,111mo Research Institutes have: from their outset,
heen concerned with the question of how people learn: The first two
Research Institutes focused on the learning of thoNt2 in ottcuditnce:

tiwst: 111.'441111:s atttsinptod to mnuoinlicate how-to-do-it
skills for those interested in initiating and conducting cooperative
curriculum research That emphasis, with modification: has continued
throindi the Fifth (tiiriytiliitn liese,ireh Instittite, of \\Inch this booklet
is a report. However, heginoing with the Third Research Institnte,
consultants were engaged to review research findings about human
learning,. Thus: the Institutes have two major foci: helpiwr participants
to /rum research techniques. and building a bodv of substantive facts
iliont the Icarnin .rots.

Perh iips it is propri',ite to ask utho a professional association
such as SO-) should he interested in learning. One might argue that
educators should he intereted only in tlii'ir i ii itetiVitV. vlut1i in this
instance would he teaching, We :u aware that it small hot highly vocal
group of persons clamors for -staviier with the facts" and emphasizing
"good' instruction: Since the latter is idealistic. 110 me can argin with it,
Every parent and teacher believes in good teaching and (Ines what he
can to assure that it occurs, It should he apparent that We have con-
structcd diellotninv: on the one hand then, is teaching, and on the
other there learnintE, \Vliat is even more unfortunate is that dichotomous
units are often antithetical, Thus we Find ourselves in the rather ridicu-
lous position of seeing the teacher awl teaching as living ill apparent
opposition to the learner and learning. If this case is oyersimpliEied; it only
serves to show more clearly that tem Hug, and learning are parts of the
parcel which we call education,

In 3 rat) or iunpl Ic it wav the Curriculum Research Institutes have
siihscrihed to a helief about walling and learniinz which is worth further
discussion and inquiry, 'Nis position recognizes that a teacher must know
11w child whom he is to teach. 1v name, ves, but more important, he niost
Imow something abont the Wzrk tKit child sees him it as a lcirncri the
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as! In kill', he has, tin Hell iieSs 1),i1 I ik riew t tI. itR, Jed
the kind of familv situation in whieli t11 i I i The,,e 1,1C:k

1.vhich may (i)111(. y)hWt way n r In ii
tIn' (Ithor hand. Ii t. hut il; ath)thvi- cycl! .ore

difficult than tlic former: ;\ teachul" who i dc IR dl Iii Cd Ii 'I

i; nut only seeks to hsiirn il1iCit Iii'. students, Nit Ii C sccks t()

hiin.,;(41. A Li:pod Itncher is nue '1/4v1in is id.ways eviinnine,2_ 1 lk ,1V!,

CI the e\peetations haS chililren, and the
Ii es (Cl the roles learner ;Ind teacher_ This teacher is openly. sclit%
critical and self-evaluative, but is not unfriendly to\vard himsell. Such a
teauher does not hit\ e to he it ps\ cluittric bitbv-sitter, nor does Lc hay,_:,,

to he all anal\-st preoccupied Nyith Fundamentally, this
teacher recottnizes that since t((lli!i1! nul learning art' such limit/in
processes, he lutist know soniethino about the humans who are III\ olved,

\\There dot' s the curriculum cuter into the picture? In this conception
the curricithilo is not distorted, adulterated c)r \vatered-dovw As tile
teacher understands the children in his el.i,isroorn, he !rroups for Millie=
mentiru, one zispect jl the curriculum ti L.rentiv than hi \voidcl

tin: children's eNperielith:. background cualdes tin
t(-aclier to alter the sequence of curriculum eonteilt an(I appropriately
incre'ise or decrease the piteinu, presentatiort 01 ile\v material or
opportlinities. 13eilW aware iii tilt' ;ispiriitions iiicl se1 f-conception:4 ()!

children ;itoitiests appropriate ;.-Lnd effective \vitvs evaluating. :ks (It
Wadley (mines to knim hinviolf, iiiic1ifie his iils for children so that
these are more re;ilistie, In like manner the teacher requests help in
certain cm-141111mi areas \viiich lie can admit ti, not kilmving deqUately.
Neither is he distressed by the apa,t1r, I studetits TIC)1' their ne(1,ative
comments about school. The curriculum is viewed hv this teacher as a
reality \Inch is inmlemented according to the teacher's kiiowlede
himself, his knoviudgC of the learner and his group relationships in the
classroorn.

Tile arrangenierit of this booklet almo,t recapitulates the organization
of the Fifth Curriculum Research Institute, The importance of the theme:
-ITurnan Variability and Learning." for curriculum arid instruction is

discussed by Denetuark. Tie sets the curricular stage for the papers that
13tilt I I t L1Sic if setting the surigc IS lit) eaSV 01)C, fOr the person must
be able to articulate knovleclge about irKtiviclual differences with curri-
culum practices. Denemark handles this task aclmirabl\% Follo\k-Mg the
'stage setting: section are tvo treatises on anxietv and motivatioi" Tlwsc
papers were written Ipv Seymour Sarason and Richard Alpert, respectivelv.
Inclusion of these treatments is a reflection of the staff's eagerness to
ase(.rtain the ways in which selected psychological variables influence
learning.



5M:a Si'iYfitkr-i ILLY(' tc,:'.-;:(1":', ;u0s-;i1-+' of thr Last that thy
11,0, illij)ityt th0 !_fT1)11p UI W'hiCh hi' finds himself. There

has been considt.rable emphasis int tlitiS 1)C)Illt ()I \ACV.% \\I` tiitti t()
wh:it y p,11/1 t th indo.:luaL WA this

y(mid fmt:!, uniquely-4s. The' papers lov l!erbert Thelon
z,nd Ronald Lippitt are in ,insvcr to our question about group relation-
0111)S Mill hilliVI(111:j Inlignyticss, 17()11()V111.V, tilt`SO 1),111(1-S IS (MY ()11

(T(.`tiVity: CiIIN M1-1(11". SillUe p('l-SOCIS art,71 S() ()1)V1{111S1V IHOIV
('T dlilli ethers. this 111I1St be a manifestation Of the indi%idual
differences in people. We wanted to know hem: c reativitv ;5 apparent in
the hellavior of individuals. lioth NIorris Stem and Calvin lavlor. who
were the consultants to the Research Institute, enlightened lN on this
,athiect. Unfortunately, Stein's paper, because OF other demands (Ti his
time. is not iiielucled in this booklet.

The final seetion of the booklet is NVI-ittC11 bV thy 1)1('5el1t It IS
an attempt to Jistill from the consultants' papers some recurring themes
that have to do with learning. It should be understood that the consultants
.O(' not to he held i.ecountable. necessarily. for the idea; expressed. 11u 'n
is a section in WI ich problem areas for research, field exploration, ;old
currieulum experimentation are proposed. I a1t-Oil:01)(T fitting that the
booklet conclude hy emphasizing rest'arc'h since thiS Ww4 Nvlry t

Curriculum Research Institutes were founded in the first instance,
The Institute was staffed lw a group of competent and dedicated

persons :Aye unstintingly of their time and tale;it. The names of
these staff utemb('rs Lasterri Section--Glenn I)ildine: National
4-II Foundation; NIar(raret Gill of the .-sissocjation: Gerald Gleason, Uni-
versity of NVisconsin-Milwankee. Gordon Liddle. University of Cl
and David Tnrnev, Ceor!re Peahody College for Teaeheri; Western
Scetion---Geonw Dent...mark, University of 'Wisconsin-Milwaukee; Fannie,
Shaftel, Stanford l'nlyersity; Fred NVilhelms, San Francisco State College:
nd Gertrude -\\'-ood, Office of the Superintendent of Schools, Los Angeles

County: both SectionsRobert Bills, Auburn University; O. L. Davis
then of the A,-wirition arid now Nvith the University of North Carolina;
and Robert Ridgway, University of Kansas.

The National Institute of \Iowa] Health., thin nigh 'William Hollister,
and Alan Miller.. \I. P.. has made a significant contribution to the

success of the Research Institute through its aid in selecting s2onsoltants .

staffing tl-w .13a.;carch Institute and making pertinent snggestions ;Mont its
organization.

WAL-rvii 13, NVAETJEN, Chairman
DOC:01111)er 196() ASCD Research Cornmi,smcm
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'1 Se.,q/17s1

utnan Variability and Lea wing:
Implications for Ethical/on

m,

IA hat are some implications fur filo irIcu1 ii irker of the theme
of this bookletThuman variability and learning'"? Bather titan attempt
to extend tI R. rcsearch frontiers on human varial )ility,. let its reEket on
the meaning of new thinking concerning human variability and on the
task of the classroom teacher, the supervisor and others who are interested
in the improvement of instruction in toda).-'s schools.

A research approach to the impact of hurlan variabilities upon
learning is highly important to the currienium worker. He knows of the
tremendous current interest in education exhibited from many quarters.
The public IS CX ir(': T?1_ t11 intcrcst 01 and emicerli hir cdhcatimi wahi
degree of intensity and involvement that °lir society has not experienced
fur THUM? years; This public interest is being whetted and shaped by many
wrencies of mass communication. This awakened interest represents a
tremendous potential to (lineation, either for good or for ill; Nitich de-
pends upon how such Interest is channeled and upon the depth and
penetration of insiltt in the ideas and concerns that are expressed,

Too often when a subject is treated in terms of consumption by a
mass public there is a tendency for ideas to be seriously oversimplified.
Today we are experiencing the attempts of many seeking to reach a mass
audience by iepresenting important educqitional issiies tCrirri of clever



CI 1 t(' st 1I iit 1M1 t it. readable. l'int
representations. oversimplifications repre1/4ent major j. i tit iii tor
the ruirricidiiin Yorker ond a major reasou tor 1. n H v.-1th the

and le.iruiuq-
yi.trni-()TIN arid Tilmr;tilv doronsiwo inanniT, .-k tit!.
practical problems oi tile classroom i-,;ecilis Ni be an imperative of our
titries,

Current Oversimplificotions
Five eurrem oversimplificatio-rs relatiml to education may illustrate

onr concerrh First of these is the constriction of e,imple%, mativ=faeute0.
problems into two-sided, either-or inatk-rs, -:omple\ problems havin,,z
multiple canscs and a ratwo consequences do not easily capturc
layman's interest Nviwn representeL tcn rut ulv i it ten us if a myriad of
dternatives, Those persons concerned inore stirritiq. duo emotions of
laV citizens than with enliffhtcnirn4 them or peen inir them with the
accurate dimensions of an issue. find it easier anti more successful to cast
such problems in terms of this' of that, of eitio-r-or, ,And so today wt, hem-
talk of quantity or quality in education, w; if we must cl)osc one or tile
other. \V( hear talk about a single Ntallrd of achioyein;iit for everyone
or no standards at all, 'We hear about an emphasis up (m the development
of the intellect instead of social development. We hear of the choice
between rigid discipline or complete chaos in the classroom. All around

evidences of the eross oversimplification associated with either-or
thinking that fails to fit the realities of the (7omplex educational problems
of our day,

second kind Of oversimplification of the day is the emphasis upon
crash programs in education. Involved here is the notion that societal
problems and shortcomin ic can be dealt with successfully by the latartcli--
log of short term, large scale eurriculnin itmoN'ations. The limitations of
this approach -ere NN,,ell analyzed by the Rockefeller Fund Committee
in The Pursuit of :Execlirnce.

It is tempting to treat the problem of highly trained manpower in terms
of the specific shortages vhich occur from time to time.. but the true difficulty
lies deeper. It is not a shortage now of engineer now of eeonornists, that lies
at the root of the problem. It is the constant pressure of an ever more complex
society against the total creative capacity of the people. Tile problem breaks
through to the surface in terms of specific lacks but exists as in underlying
pressare at all times. A piecemeal approach &feats itself. In the first place;
the lead time ncedcd to train and develop talents is too long to allow crash
programs to pay off. By the time we have brought tip n generation of a
particular kind of spovialist, the need for the _speciality may have been replaced
by some other even more pressing need, We cannot 11 0 Ur identify the skills
needed ten years hence_ Our most critical need a decade hence may be unknown



thilst pr(fpii.re cu ti co(0,1-1( and
1;(1eAt. ,)1 ,`w iq :ffid 1111 't i!) invik tht

irvittlifg the (111,11it% (ft kilefih'il ,111

A Wild kirld (fi" t() t'd(leAti( INA\
il(ited ill the pi-CM.Villhaitill tit perS(fil", With the Uli tul ttt he U

.1(irf.,- in the "Clirrikilittin rittlit'i ChM! With OW ii ii tt ut I the
themseke.,i, TI ;IT it T5 ht, uprili14 ii)rc science, HUI e

!Wire
Neh()01 eurrieulum with the appaieut blithe ,issumption that whatever is
done iii th name of these important ,tI(J IS. tI t1L ,Hod

nal will result in tile improvement of education. Kven sophisticated:
Itti knowle(42.ealile a AS I )1'- !i;i tuiulril Itt lia°11S

prifit:iriIk' 111)(M it null i 11(1 SpeCilViirr aiii(imit (it the plifpci
SlibieCk iii12,11 Stdivui curriciihmi r;ither I hi.tii lipon thu. much

questions relatiwr hi the specific content lear1iii02- expel ienee,..
appropriate to a (ouilitv secondary education. Too many busv critics cif
today s schools have been content to deal with thy prograin fit the SChiil
111 telillS (if labels rather H Uiii 111 terillS of what it es on behind thoe

A fourth oversimplification arises \Olen those who do get hevoial
the labels in their thinking and into the program itself rora,eive of content
almost eritireIN- in terms of what is put into a course rather than what
learners get out Of it: Even among professionals manv of our concerns fur
curriculum guide prc=paration. for unit development, for teNthook writing,
seem to focus almost entirely upon what goes into the course. or Wilt,
Or 1)(1UL= rather than what ehlidren and vonth MON !ret out of it. The real
curriculum for a given group of buv and girls iilaV he far clifieront from
that which a well-meaning but naive writer ;nay set on paper.

A fifth serious oversimplification reg,arding education is the mistaken
assumption that eommon agreement on the fanclamentals on OW basic
L!( al': Of a program, necess:irilv means identity of content: inetlaids:
materials of instoaction, or means a single standard Of achievement for all.
Thc uccd lot ;.0.2-,rcei11cut on the broad., limdamental goals of education
falls far Nliort ta demanding anything like sameness in educational
TUt thods_ materials and approaches. Inched, these basic goals wolild
appear to lend far more support fun- Variety than for identity iii tcachim,
and learning: Vet ton many voices are heard today adyouating au identical
educational program for all and. curiously enondi: (:1)ing 511 III thit name
of individnalisrril

What are the alternatives available to its if Nye an to avoid son)c of
these oversimplifications? 'Unless We are ourselves willmy: t() morchf accept

Snvcial rmiuct nual, Rockefeller Brothers; Fund iinrolit of Excellence
and thc Future of America, Ca it'll City, Now York; Doahlvday and company,

958. p. 1O-11



other glib goneralizations. (Mier cute phrases, other easy answers, the
only real alternative is one nix-oh-Mu- the development of a solid under-
standing of human variability and learning thromdi research and ex-
perimentation. While it is ()TON- human to be tempted by the apparent
success achieved bv sonic of onr (Tit ics ( and. sail to say, some of our
associates } with the techniques ()I oversimplification.. the moral and in-
tellectually sound approach lies in tI ur application of loo-ical and experi-
mental methods to the probicans of human it Vii 11)11 and lean

Differing Views of Human Variability
With tins much support for the research approach to tlw problems

of learning which arc linked to variabilities let us next turn our
attention to a clarification of son Se in vluicIi I.VC, are 1 iji U. the term
"human Variabilities." For purr 's of this discussion the term has been
given a very broad interpre:ation and vill be used in three ways.
shall be considering human Variabilities (a) in relation to the differences
among ur bUtWve11 incnibei'S cut a group. (1) in terms of the variability
NVithin a given indiVidnal ii eapaeitV and performance as these relate to a
range of areas of experience, and ( c) in terms of the yarialkm in the
demands upon or expectations of individuals because of their environment.

The first of tiwse three interpretations of the te=4-in vill help us to keep
in mind the wide range of difference which exists among members of
ahnost any school group. The second is intended to remind US Of the fact
that few if any of us are uniformly able or uniformly poor at everything
but rather excel (or at least have the potential for excelliiig ) iii certain
areas while performing less skillfully in others. The third, and perhaps
most unusual interpretation of the term, -human variability, is intended to
help us consider the variations in the demands which a so-Aety makes upon
individual members as well iS considering the differences in mid at
those juicIiviclui.il. The significance of this interpretation may be seen in
the extent to which societal values support him ian yarialillitY or snppoit
standardization and conformity. The crucial question IN wiwther tlur
society and its institutions look upon differences in and among indi-
viduals as a source of strezurtit, as somethin!r to he nurtured and cultivated,
or as a source of weakness and needless complication, something to lie
tolerated and minimized, 1)eper1(ling 111)1)0 the choice of values made
here, human variability may he viewed either as a blessing or a curse,. a
vexing problem ur a wonderftd resource.

Sonic educatitirs see their task as standardization; as the development
by the school of a uniform prodaet. To them litunitn varlahility represents
a problem, something schools must struggle with and eliminate as far as
possible in order that all of tlw students ean he fitted into a neat. inariage.



afle framework fur learn ing that courcspoials with the existiinl: organi/A-
tion and struc-ture of society. There is of course an element of inevitability
aLout this functi(m of the schools for it i!- ti-114` t_ I liit OW very (1Cfilli tiO1 1 of a
sucietv incorporates the requirement ut shared helicf. of a or of
lielia-tors and values cummurt to its menthers_ \Vithout t ntiiniiii ,r effOrtN
to enlarge the circle of common conimitiiit-nt throteili sk.-hools and otlEer
soeial institutions, our communitie! would quickl,.. )econic merely a (4V,re_
tratiOnti Of iridiidtials.

10t1 edlli.:((;1'!-L )T 11:01.11C(1 ji iiiiarilv Wit I li '1 11!r ti ICI I _ .itLt1it tu
a rapidly and increasimuly L( )1 vcorld,
I5 it tremendous resource. To he sure, this human i)oteutial is not Nvithoui
problems. hut the problems are those of utilizing variahilit:: most - -
fecti\-ely ancl of extenclimr variation Nvithin and among intliyichials rather
than tryiTur to eliminate it. Thus we may note two yal..s of looking at the
facts of Inttitan variallility: as the: source of problems which ono should
seek to eliminate, a--(1 as lin important resource should 1 he utilii,ed
nu)st effectil.-cl.v. The school curriculum and the metlioils of instruction

differ markedly according to vhieh of these Vit'N.VS is held liv teachers
and a(lmitiistrators

Areas of Variability
Differences in Perception

In considering human variability and its implications for learning.
six areas seem 11 pCcially salient. The first of these is the area of difference
in perceptions among individnals. People behave basically in terms of
what seems to Hiem to be so rather than what others think to be true or
svhat others might wish them to believe. Children and youth often learn
very differently in circumstances which to the outside observer have many
identical elements because the students' perceptions are different. Some
of us may recall from our childhood a game which involved observing the
contents of a store window for perhaps two plinutes and then at a later
time writing (low! a list of as many items as could he remembered.
Suppose we wc,re to ask a family of four to participate in a modified
version of this game by walking past a series of window displays in a
downtown department store and then asking each member, upon return-
ing home, to record Ills or her recollcctions of the contents of the windows.
It is likely that the lists would lw very different. Mother's list might include
many of the details of the fur scarfs. new dresses and spring hats seen in
several windows, father's the golf dubs and home workshop equipment,
junior's the baseball gloves and camping paraphernalia. and sister's the
dolls and other things related to her own interests. All looked in the saino
windows but each came away with iliflercuit recollections, with different

5



perceptions ot the things that were here, rheir own interests and sensi-
tivities conditioned their awareness and their recollection of what was
around them. This illustration sugrests ;It laic N%triahle in humans and a
fundamental fact for educationthe variability in perception that exists
among stodents, 1111(1 between students and their parents and teachers,

Translating the matter into mere conventional educational terms
we might reflect on the possible differences in pl'I'Clpr blAWCCII
I given student and the instructor ill a class in world literature. A niajor
objective of the teacher is likely to be that of iiitilliifl4 in each of his
stndents a love (If good literature. The impact of the experience on one (IF
sometimes (Hi malty students may he extremely II(Tilt I ye. a, painhil ordea_,
leading him to the conclusion that he will never again read this sort of
thing after lie is free from the obligations of the class. Under such cir-
yinnstances the teacher has one set of perceptions about the teachurr=
learning experienee centering on the objectives of the course and his own
aspirations while the student Mal.' a very different percepti(m of
what is happening. The onteomes, ill terms of the student's Gelints. titer
he far different from the objectives.

Recently an article Iii the Raffirdaff Firricw told of a kindergarten girl
who was asked to react to a classroom in a newly completed school
building, The girl Wt'Ilt jilt() tilt' 11)0111,, looked alBlilt for a moment, and
turning to her interrogaor commented. "This room says ves'..- The article
eontinned hy proposing that every classroom and every teacher ought to
say -Yes- to boys and girls because the world around them more and more
says "rim!' The perception of her schoolroom by this child as a friendly,
frood place, one lending encouragement to her interests and efforts is
indeed different from the negative, restr!etive, confining feeling that some
of us and too many of today's children have asFociated with school and
with learning. These differences in perception represent human varia-
bilities with tremendous significance for the educative process:

Before turning to another a [Ca of human variability it would he well to
note that perhaps the most important perception of all is that of self=
pereeptioilthe notion wInch the individual has of himself, I ii tiio many
instances v4iting people liave established self-gm-Ails for failnre rather than
ambitions self-expectiqi(ms for achievement and success. Too ()Pon they
have come to view themselves as linable to do very well, hiving little to
contribute, and inferior to riaist everyone else anaind them. i'nfortimatelv,
parents and teachers sometimes lend support to such eyalliations and in
SC) doing confirm a sclf-pereeption of mediocrity that b(Tomes a major
determinant in the subsequent hphayior of the child. If his own cxpecta
tions and those of others demand little of him, he is unlikely to periorm
beyond those expectations. The dcvastating effects of Ow iliselisi tivc
teacher's categorization of his students into the bright and the stupid, Ha,
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industrious and the lazy, the honest and the cheaters, etc.categorizations
which are soon communicated to the individuals and the groupare hard
to overstate as influences upon the performance of children and youth.
Self-perceptions are extremely important in the learning process and
represent a significant facet of human variability to which curriculum
workers must reiiiain sensitive.

A second area of difference important to learning is that of variations
iii tx pegs of intelligence. Educators must recognize that the school popula-
tion represents many kinds of ability and many levels of talent. As the
liockcfeller Report warns, we must not make the mistake of adopting a
narrow or a constricting view of excellence. Our conception of excellence
must embrace many kinds of achievements at many levels of performance.
No single scale or simple sct of categories will be adequate to measure
excellence. There may be excellence in abstract intellectual activity, in
art, in music, in managerial activity, in craftsmanship, in technical work,
to mention but a few. Intelligence and excellence have many dimensions,
many Ntariations among children: All must be recognized: All must be
planned for, quoting from The Pursuit of Ex, [ilenee:

If we are really serious about equality of opportunity we should he serious
about individual differences because what constitutes opportunity ftw one man
is a stone wall for the next. If we are to do justice for the individual we must
seek for him the level and kind of education which will open his eyes, stimulate
his mind, and unlock his potentialities, We should seek to develop many
educational patterns, each geared to the particular ea -aeities of the student for
whom it is designed

Differences in Maturity Levels

A third area of human variability important to learning is that of the
differences which exist in individuals in terms of various maturity levels.
Obvious and important human differences are apparent as we are here
concerned with a group of nursery school children, here with a class of
early adolescents, and at another point with an adult group of parents or
teachers. Significant differences in attention span, small intiscle coordina-
tion, capacity for self-direction and for dealing with abstractions are but
a few of the many variables linked wi. matnration. Programs must be
planned which take into account these kinds of differences. Many easy
assumptions about curriculum and about teaching methods are it) need of
critical re-examination in the light of systematic experience and research
data on maturational implications for learning behavior. For example, a
favorite rationale for the organization of the.. elementary curriculum has
been the nicentric circle approach. The assumption is that the interests
of the primary child are focused on himself and his immediate family:

Ibid. 0. 32:
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As he grows tip his interests are thought to extend first to neighborhood,
next to total community, then to state and nation, and finally at a much
more mature age, to the \yurld. This plan has a good deal of logical
appeal, hut it would seem that today's children less and less fit such a
pattern, -Boys and girls at many ages and stages of development demon-
strate interests in problems and concerns, people and things far beyond
the reach of their own neighborhood, even their own nation. As the prob-
lems of a world community press in around their families, these children
display an ability to deal with these limader dimensions of human rela-
tionships in a manner that necessitates our reassessment of the pattern
of the school currieulmn,

Another evidence of need for rethinking about the impact of differ-
ences in maturity upon learning lies in the extent to which some of us
stoutly maintain that teaching is the same for ever the same
approach( s, technice:es and procedures used for college classes and for
adult groups can be employed with e-tementary school childrenor vice
versa. It is extremely important that we actively seek out the common
characteristics of effective teaching and leaming in all subject fields and
at all levels. It is equally important that we recognize that the techniques
and procedures by mrhich we seek to implement common basic objectives
must be geared to the stage of maturity represented by our students. The
first grade teacher who, after a 45 minute arithmetic session with her
children, dismisses them for recess with the remark, "When you return

-we'll continue with our arithinetie lesson"; the high school program that
provides students no time for independent work and study; the college
education professor who makes his mature charges wince by treating
them as if they were kindergartners rather than adultsall these are
illustrations of failure to understand the maturity level of the group being
instructed. Much concern is being expressed currently over the extent to
which American secondary education has failed to treat adolescents with
the maturity they deserve. The recent committee report, 'maws of the
Future, deals provocatively with suggested changes in the program,
organization and physical structure of the high school of the future to
provide for more individual projects, more independent study, and more
perseHal responsibility." Much needs to be done to better match our
secondary schools to the real potential of the youths they seek to serve.

Differences in Rate of Maturation

A fourth area of human variability important to learning is that
Pssociated with differences amoiw children with respect to their rate

' J. Lloyd Trump. images he Future. Washington, D.C-: Notional Assticiation
of Seconilary-School Principals, a dcpartmcnt of the National Education Assoviation,
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of maturation or development. We have just bean considering some im-
plications for learning of different maturity lcyols. It is also important to
recognize that among iudiyiduals within tile same general age g,roop
there are Nvide variations in rate of IllatilratIOn antI development. As
Professor Evelyn 'Wenzel of Syracuse Unk-ersity has pointed out, -Some
children operate On standard Unit' luit a setisitfte tcraliuT kliii\VS there arc
many cNceptinns and that time camitit (-NCI,: tiff at tin, same rate for all.-
Perhaps there is something to he learned from the experience some of us
have had \\Ali tomato plapts, After a lon g. cold winter the entloisiasm for
spriug4 helped along by the careful perusal of seed catalogs, causes the
eiger gardener to begin Nvorkiwt the ground almost before the frost has
left it. Tomato seeds, planted NVOCkS befOre in indoor Hats. have progressed
well and t17:: 1,:pgest of these are set out in the garden lung before one's
less ambitit.e neighbors got around to it. Visions of succulent fruit begin
to dim, however, as the weeks go by and the plants struggle along looking
weak and wvnkbout the time the plants finally begin to show sonic'
likelihood of surviving. along conies a neighbor with Fine, big plants to
put in the ground. Somehow all of the weeks spent struggling with
your plants now seem wasted. The neighbor has put his in at the right
time with season, plant and earth ready and the plants thrive, more than
matching the gi-owth of your own which had been set out much earlier:

So it is with children. Our failure to recognize variations in the rate of
development among children, to recognize the importance of the concept
of readiness can cause Us to devote tremendous energy to and he terribly
wasteful in the educational enterprise, trying to accomplish objectives
that are simply not appropriate to a child at that point. The same goals
may be reached quickly and easily when the organism has developed the
kinds of physical and mental maturity necessary for them. Trying to
achieve such objectives too early may not only be wasteful of the school's
efforts but may leave the children with initial negative experiences in such
areas that will be difficult to overcome later.

Variations in Societal Demands

A fifth area of human variability turns us momentarily from the
individual to look instead at the social context in which he operates.
it is as important for the educator concerned with human Variabilities
to ioniprehend the demands society makes upon individuals for
such variations as it is to perceive the adjustments which soeiety must
make because of other variations. To what extent are human variabilities
called For demandedlw changes in the environmental sitnations to
xvhieh learning is cNpected to apply? We in a world of tremendously
rapid change, a world in which the pace of change continues to accelerate.
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Such changes serve to increase the complexity of living for vaeh of us. An
editorial in the Saturday /it view for \I arch 12, 1960, makes the point,

There was a tune when a seminal idea or a watershed event came along
only infrequently, making its appearance against a seemingly permanent
background of -unalterable law.- For years after its advent, savants Nvould
gather about the new arrival, remarking its size and luster, and minutely
tracing its relationship to the main body of ideas and events. Today, however,
momentous events have themselves become the norm, the shimmering b:Ickilrup
against which the stable concept or institution stands forth as a freak of nature.
Our world has become a permanc-nt explosion.'

In such a. world, it is vell to inquire as to how persons anti institutions
have dealt with change. To what extent have societal patterns, school
programs adapted and adjusted with sufficient flexibility to meet and cope
with a world of tremendously rapid change, a world haracterized as a
permanent explosion? James Michenees book, Hawaii, provides a fictional
but disturbingly realistic illustration of social inflexibility in describilw
the behavior of some of the early Christian missionaries who came to the
islands from New England.

one 01 the peculiarities of the missionaries was that they insisted upon
living in tropical Hawaii exactly as if they were back homc- in bleak New
England, They vore the same heavy clothing, did the same amount of tiring
work, ate the same heavy meals whenever they could he obtained. In a land
rich wall Polynesian fruits, their greatest joy was to obtain from some passing
ship a hag of dried apples, so that they could enjoy once more a thick, sweet
apple pie. Wild cattle roamed the hills, hut the missionaries preferred salt
pork. There wits an abundance of fish in the shallows, but they clung des-
perately to dried heel shipped out from Boston. Breadfruit they rarely touched,
and coconuts were heathy In all his years on Maui, Abner Hale would
never once do any of Cod's official %%fork unless costumed in underwear, heavy
woolen pants, long shirt, stock., vest, heavy claw-bammer coat and, if the
meeting were outside, his 1,(1 beaver hat.

But what was impossible to comprehend was the fact that each year, on
the first of October, when the Ilitwailan summer was hottest, mission families
regularly climbed into heavy woolen underwear. They hail followed this custom
in Boston. They would follow it here.5

The account sounds most huniorons and the inflexibility most
ludicrous focusing as it does upon other people in another era. But what of
today and the flexibility or inflexibility evident in contemporary life?
What about our schools? Bow effective have they been in adjusting to
changing conditions of life? Are there evidences in the school curriculum,
in school organization and programming of the same brand of inflexibility
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characterized by Aichencr in terms of the dried beef, the heaver hat,
and the heavy underwear among the early I lawalian missionarics?

Evelyn Wen-101 struck dose to home in deseribirnt some school
practices that smack much more of rigid, rinyieldin7 patterns than of
broad flexible designs.

One year in the first grado, one year in the second, six rears m gradc
'it'houl, two in junior high, lour years i each of high school and (

Sixteen vcarsiniedoii:rth of a lifetinw, ii" re or lessset aside for schooling-
A pattern within wliich we must work. Creatively or imi_Teatively?

9:00 Show and Tell; 9:10 Spelling; 9:30 English; 10:00 Arithmetic
and so on through a neatly packaged day. "Hurry now, exerybody should he
finished: Johnny, why must you always hold us up. . . Don. you know ,o,e
only sharpen pencils before tlw bell rings, . . Eerryborly in Mu'. 11 von don't
go 'low, Chris, you'll he asking later to be excused_

_ 7<o_ We can't dramatize
this story, We ..,on't finish the book if we don't get on to the next story. . . No
one in the building until the bell rings!

Pressures of many kinds, some from within us, some i;.,posed from without.
r q-lcause us to forget that ereative teaching takes timenot over= all ai ime.

necessarilybut time used flexibly. Creative teaching and learning demand tiine
to capitalize upon the mood of the moment, to finish the story before inspiration
wanes; time to eNplore for ideas, to meander in our planning, to take off on a
side road or two, Iliatil we hit on just the right idea for our assembly program;
time to slow down wlii'n work is hard and speed up when it is easy; time to play
longer when we're Cull of "kinks- inside,

We have come a long way, by and large, from the screwed down desks
arranged in rows of endless sameness that constituted the once-standard
classroom pattern h Many old schools now have unscrewed the desks and new
schools have movable furniture so that the room may be rearranged to meet
the needs for grouding; for "stage- space at the front or dancing space in the
middle; for individual study time; for a circle arrangement for discussion orsharing; or for seating space at a parent mceting

With respect to thinking, too, Professor Wenzel recalls for us, by her
illustrations, incidents that suggest inflexibility rather than creative
ada Itations to unfamiliar problems.

"Class stand, line up, pass," snapped the orders and the fourth grade
responded. Somewhat hypnotized by the speed and precision of the operation,
as an observer in the room, I followed suit. I asked the boy next to me where
we were going. A shrug indicated he did not know. \Vi were both enlightened
as we were led into the projection room to see a film.

It was frightening to realize how completely the natural curiosity of this
age has been destroyed by some four or five years of -heavily routinized
standing, lining up, and passing. Here were children who appaiently could be
led any .vhere with no questions asked!

" Evelyn 'Vend. mreaching-i Pattern or Design'?" Educational Leadership 13:
303-305; February 1056,
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Curiosity is evidenced naturally- in the spontaneous question-asking of
young children: Iow can a puddle go away? , . Ifow can Santa hear what you
want for Christmas? . . Could you walk on water? What ezm I sny if
can't say damn?" What will happen in this versatile. four-year-old question-
asker after she has been in school for several years? Will her to acher take over
the question asking? Will she one day be in a fourth grade aie-;wering teaeher=
made questions: -How high is cacao? What do Tam. Sago, and DvakA mean?

Arctic lands have frost in (month)." Testing questions)(1w
to Nvhich the questioner already knows the answersare not creative ipiestions
that lead to hypothesizing: And so they seldom, if ever, can generate creative
thinking::

What of our own schools, our own classrooms? Ho\ in r cm-denim
how arc our teaching methods, meeting the changing needs of the times;
As Agnes Meyer proposed so convincingly iij her Kappa Delta Pi lecture,

Education . should be geared at once to the demands of the second
industrial revolution. Fur the children who arc now in school will either enjoy
its infinite blessings or will be condemned to suffer. from its worst eonsequencc-s,
They must he trained tint as in the past fin- specific ocen;iations, since these
occupations may be obsolete by the time they graduate from high school enr

college. Weir will a rettiro,to the good old days of the three la's and the liberal
arts prepare them for a world of pelpctual change whose far-reaching efrects
nobody can wholly envisage. The stale humanist regurgitations Nyill no hmger
do. Analysis of past traditions, habits and morals is essential in order to
observe how 01 I principles actually xvork under totally new conditions and
how they must be modified in order to become more effective instruments in
niceting new situations. The choice is not between throwing away ideals
previously developed and sticking ti ),, them blindly and obstinately, The intelli-
gent alternative, which can now no longer be evaded, is to revise, expand, and
alter them. The problem of education and of life itself will henceforth be one of
continuous re-adaptation. . . Without this flexibility in our educational
curriculum, our schools will remain what they always have .yuen, a reflection
of a society that has been left behind:"

Modern education must remain sensitive to the various and changing
demands today's world places upon our children and youth, Human
variability cannot he -merely tolerated by educators when it is being
demanded by the conditions of life around the school.

Differences in Objectives

A sixth and final area of variability important learning is that of
ti c differences in objectives far learning. Beath among teachers and

7/bid., p. 304-305:
" AgneS E. Meyer. Educa v Moroiltu. New York: The MaCniill iii

Company, 1957. p. 58-60.
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students i,nportant differences Mai.' he seen in the objectives set for
learniiw, Some of those variations include: (a ) the objectives of 7enerid
education veJ!115 SpeijaliZed Othicatioll; ) the! ObiCCtiVCS linked to thedevelopment of a misonable level of literacy over a broad range of
fundamentals 4._ ot:Irast.,'d with the conception of developing considerabledepth in orw field: . 1,(1 ) objectives associated with social class or other
grwip facttil-s, Failure : rognize that the purposes of schooling nlikV be
quite dilferc-nt for differe,,+ individuals may cause us to draw lltalIV III 1-
WilrrUtited 111'4), the appropriateness of certain content or
toaching procedures, The sen,-;;;ive teacher cannot assume that all come to
school with the same objectives, or that those with purposes and interests
different from those of the teacher must be remalc in his image. One ofthe most perplexing pedagogical issues is that involving the determination
of criteria to he applied to the efforts of teachers to change the behavior of
students. Whose standards shall be used? The teacher'sthe. community's44

upper class"the parents? Or is there some broad common denominator
which can be constructed and applied? Whatever the answer, the question
remains i most perplexing one for teachers and other curriculum workers.

The six areas of human variability just discussed appear to be of
particular- significance in any thoughtful consideration of the learning
process. Several of them are linked to the individual and the broad rangeof difference existing within him, Some are associated with differencesbetween individuals within a group. Still others focus upon the social
environment and the varying demands which society makes upon its
members. All combine, however, to represent critical dimensions of thetask of the educatorthat of helping each learner become that which lie
alone is capable of becoming.
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er5on7lity Influences Lcarnit

Anxiety and Learning

P . sAnAsox

The concept of anxiety is one that is central in any systematic
conception of personality or child development. Whatever theories of
personality and development we have give to the concept of anxiety an
important, if not crucial and central, role. Anxiety is an experience which
can have myriad consequences for the individual. Some of these conse-
quences need not be negative. Some of them may, in fact, have positive
values,

Anxiety as an experience is something which motivates an individual
to do something, In its most extreme form anxiety can be equated with an
experience or concept like terror, If one had to say what are the essential
characteristics of the anxious reaction or the anxious experience, one
would say that it is first an unpleasurable experience, secondly that it
involves or is associated with physiological concomitants (perspiration,
accelerated heartbeat, etc.) and, third, that it is a conscious experience.

Our research relating to anxiety began with the point that it did not
seem to makes too much sense to categorize or pigeonhole individuals as
h. lug anxious or hostile or aggressive in an over-all sense. This is clearly
not the case. so we searched around for a situation in which we would
get some hold on the problem of anxiety. One of the characteristic ways
in vhieh this problem has been handled in the research literature is to

pvcr was preimr-cd iron talk give 'wahine.
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put an individual into a situation involving stress. on the assumption that
this would engender in him some kind of anxious reaction and that one
could then study the effects of the anxious reaction in a variety of ways.
The difficulty with this approach is that you do 1H )1.: know on what kind of
individual you are having an effect.

The situation we chose for study was the testing situation. We live in
a test-giving and test - conscious culture. It is not too much to say that the
lives of people in our culture are determined by their performance on tests.
We see individuals through the eyes of test scores. Such scores fnfluence
our thinking about ourselves and others. For example, if a child with an
IQ of 180 takes the neighbor's cat and crushes it to death, we do not say
that lie did this because he IS an IQ of ISO. However, let a child with
an IQ of 60 do it and we think we are explaining something when we
say he did it because he has an IQ-of GO as if having pointed to a test
score we have pointed to the etiological agent without which this kind of
behavior would never have occurred.

The Testing Situation

Practically everybody in our culture has been in the testing situation,
What is the likelihood that this is a situation which engendeas the
anxious reaction? We were quite aware that the testing situation does
engender this reaction. We observed, when working with college students,
that the testing situation engendered in many individuals an extremely
strong anxious reaction, frequently having disabling effects. In fact, at
Yale significantly more scholarship students fall in the high-anxious cate-
gory than fall into the low-anxious category. The testing situation is not
only a near universal experience in our culture but also an extremely
important one in our culture. Clinical studies and observations indicated
that this would be an invaluable situation in which to study the nature
and the effects of anxiety on learning and personality development. It
became clear to us as we continued our studies with college students that
the problem of test anxiety had its origins well before college. so we
decided to study this problem in elementary school children.

There were theoretical and practical objectives to our research. One
practical objective can he put in the form of this question: How early in
elementary schools can we identify children who are or will become one
or anc,ther kind of problem? Our bias was that we would have to identify
os early as possible thaw children who were likely to become one or
another kind of problem, be it an academic problem or a personality
prohlem. focusing on a particular kind of anxiety our hope was that
we could pici out those individuals relatively early wino already were
experiencing ti disabling effects of this kind of react can. Another pnieti-



cal objective in our studies was the problem of t One could do al eoii
it in the classroom.

What 1V42 did is relatively simple' insofar as techniques are concerned:
The, problem in working- with elementary school children. particularly in
the very early <rrades, is that their comprehcosion of lari2:nage is beyond
that- of their reading level. It we were going to develop it device that
potentially would have practical ti-alue in the schools, it would have to
l ;) velar iv-It simple, ,!rroup-administered procedure. What we did was to
'Hake a inic, that lilts ni do with a child's attitudes toward and
exper_cnces in various kinds of testing or evaluation situations in the
classroom. F, (=xample: When the teacher asks you to go to the black-
board to writ( something do you get a funny feeling in your stomach
or do you find. that Your Land shakes a little bit?" -1)o von sometimes
the at night that you're in the classroom and the teacher is askim-r
a question and V011 dOTA know the answer?" There is a variety of cues.
tiis The child Ims before him an answer sheet on which be circles a.

Vi 'S or a no
When \Ye first began to work in th_ elementary school, teachers

principals said they did not see any point in our attempting to aLlminister
our anxiety scales with children in the first and second grades. Tests, they
said, are either riot administered in these grades or they are rery seldom
administered and the children would not have the concept of test. I can
say tl,at almost without exception when I walked into a second grade
class, liolding papers under my arm I could count on at least one child
saving a'nud, "We're going to get a test, .ve going to get a test." They
had the concept of test.

Performance and Anxiety
What about first grade children? We administered the scale at the

beginning of the first grade and at the end of the first grade. At the end
of the first grade, it is feasible to administer this questionnaire to the
children. Let us elaborate this a bit. We say to the children, -We want to
ask you some questions about how you think and feel. There are no right
answers, th,-.re arc no wrong answers. We just want to know bow You
think and feel about certain things. It doesn't make any difference what
your neighbor puts down, we just want to know i.vhat you think and feel."
Following the administration of the questionnaire I could count on at
least two or three children coming up to me and saving, When are we
going to find out how we did ?" The school culture is apparently one in
which the concepts of right or wrong are very strong and these conceptions
are reinforced daily. This is certainly tree in our experience.

The results of our studies hold for children from grade one through
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grade six. The first question we asked ourselves was about the relationship
between test anxiety and IQ as defined by any so-called standardized
intelligence test. We knew from our studies with college students that the
correlation between level of test anxiety and IQ was negative and mod-
erate, but very significant. That is to say, even among a group of selc.qA
college students, the higher the reported test anxiety, the lower the
With an clementary school population we ,,verc working with a intieli
broader range of human ability and we did not know Nvhether we Nvotild
find the same thing or not. We have now run a minimum of several
hundred correlations and we are convinced that there is a negative
correlation between reported test anxiety and IQ. That is, the higher the
test anxiety the lower is the IQ. The explanation for this correlation is
by no means a simple one. You might say, "Well.. after all, youngsters
who are not so bright don't do as well, so when they conic to test-like
situations von would expect them to respond with something, al a to
anxiety." This does not explain why many very bright children get ex-
tremely high anxiety scores and it does not convincingly explain why, in a
group of individuals where the lowest IQ is 120, we would get the same
correlation

We decided to take pairs of children matched for grade, sex and IQ,
with one member of the pair being high-anxious, the other member of
the pair being low-anxious. Note that the IQ measure is already affected
by the test anxiety because the IQ is derived from a testing situation,
the situation in which the high-anxious child is at a disadvantage. When
we say that the high- and the low-anxious child have the same IQ, we are
in fact saving it is likely that the IQ of the high-anxious child is somewhat
above that of the low-anxious child. We _studied these matched pairs of
children in a variety of probkqn solving situations. In practically every
situation the low-anxious children did significantly better than the high-
anxious children. Under certain conditions, to be noted later, it is exactly
the reverse. The predominant result is that when individuals arc matched
and put in usual kinds of problem solving situations, the low-anxious child
does significantly better than the high-anxious child:

Why should a child be unduly concerned about how he does in
evaluation situations? I assume that it is adaptive, it is realistic to be
concerned. Yet why do so many children respond untitity anxiously in
these kinds of situations? We should have films on how children respond
to these problem situations because one of the things you would be
struck by is they cannot respond. What is the learner anticipating that
would cause him to respond so anxiously in this situation? What is going
to happen to him if he doesn't do well? If you ask children, you tend to
get stereotyped answers. One is struck by the disproportionate reaction
to the possible consequences. But children respond to these situations
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as if lift itself depends on 11(VO: assumed that the chi10'
fears the consequences of is negative evaluation. The test is a situation
in whieh he knows there is a right answer and that if the wrotn2, answer
is triven life is not iJoing to 1)0 as cfood for him as if he gave the riLdil

answer,
We asked ourselves what would happen if we could manipulate the

test=like natore of the situation. In one experiment, \V(' had 110 children
to Nvhorn in the fourth gra:1,- we had administered our anxiety scale.
On the same children x,,i had Otis IQ SC Iii from the second, fourth and
fifth grades: When we divided these 1 10 children into high- 1-nd low-
anxious at the median of the distribution, we knind I It in the second
u.rade there was no difference between the two groups in Otis score:
lowever. the rate of increase 111 score going from the seeond ii.iUt' ti

the fifth grade for the low-anxions children was significantly greater
than it was for the high-anxious children, In other words, scores tend
tI increase with grade or age and so V011 eXpeet an increase. but what
we found was that the rate of increase for the low=anxions children was
higher than it was for the high-anxious.

With another test, it was exactly the opposite: The other test was
the Davis-Hells problem solving games which is ,iot given as a test, but
is given as a. game. The v.lird "test- is never used, Unlike the Otis there
are no Hine limits, and it does not require reading. "-1 other words, it
differs markedly from the Otis. In this kind of problem solvi. situation,
tI e late of increase for the high-ansions children is greater than that for
die low-anxious children. The Davis-Fells and the Otis are highly cor-
rclated with each other and apparently the (WO tests have a lot of overlap
in terrns of what they are measuring. Despite this correlation between
the two tests, we got these contrasting kinds of findings. \\'e have found
the same thing to be true with college students.

Our conception of anNietV is such that the situation in which the
hi,gh-anxions child will he at the greatest disadvantage is one in which
lie has to decide for himself how and when he is going to respond. Iii
other words, this is a situation in which the decisions are his, with no
cues from the examiner. in which. lw has to act independently and cry-
ativriv. It is in this kind of situation that the high=anxious child is at
the greatest disadvantage. The anxious child is a highly dependent child
in the sense that how well he does is a function of how things are pre-
Nented to him and what is presented to him. He is as child who is concerned
with what is right and wrong. The right and w-ai,-.og are defined lw the
child in terms of what other people think is right and wrong. So when he
has to act for and lw himself, when hr has to make his own decisions about
what is good or bad, right or wrong, the anxious child shows up at greatest
disadvantage.

is



NVe Jemonstratcd i liv plat in'.- the Child into a situation in which
the instructions were: "I'm ,VOillg to OHM' no seine cards which have
ink blots on them: I V3Ilt VOtt to look at the cards and tell me the
different things which von see. Sumo people sec this, sonic people see
that. There's 10) rilit. there's no wrorei. You look at the cards, tell rue the
different things that von see. liernember there's no right and no wrong.-

usinif tHir matched pairs, we found that significantly more of the
ngh-anxious children cannot respond at all. This is not a matter of their

respon:,;es being ir.ond or bad. Seulifieantly more of them cannot respond
at on to At least one ol these ten cards, This was /list as trite for the bright
;.-inxions child as it was for the average anxious child. The other finding
was that the eitudily of the responses of the lnw-Anxions child was si,mif-
icantlY better than that Of the high-imxions child. l'm emphasizing this

the most objective, blatant indicator of interference in function=
Mg is when (me cannot respind at all.

Arh Sensitivity to Children's Anxiety

In the first year of our studies we asked teachers to rate every child
in their class, in terms of demonstrations of anxiety in the eke sroom
This was a study based on 2900 children. The children had rmr anxiety
scales administered to them as well as various kinds of standardized
tests which had been routinely given. We found there was 3 Significant
relationship between a teacher's rating of as child's anxiety and a ell
own rating of his anxiety. however, the correlation between teacher
and child ratings, while significant, was relatively small. Of more interest,
however, is the fact that in the second grade the correlation between a
teacher's iatim-rs of a child's anxiety and 19 or achievement was between
.40 or .50, which is relatively high. In the third grade the correlation was
somewher 'between .20 and .r.30; in the fourth grade it was somewhere
between .10 and :20 and by the time on get to the fifth grade there
was practically no correlation. That is the teacher's rating of anxiety be-
comes increasingly unrelated to a child's 19 or achievement.

Now if \TAT ask about the relation between a child's own rating of
anxiety and 19 and achievement; you get exactly the reyers!-, As you go
up the grade, the child's own rating of his anxiety is a much better
predictor of his achievement and IQ_ than is the teacher's rating of anxiety.
This might suggest that as a child gets older he is learning to hide Nvhat-
ever anxiety feelings he may have. It becomes more difficult for the
teacher to discern manifestations of anxiety. The child may be quite
aware of it, but this does not mean that the teacher is aware of it. The
bright but highly anxious child is in a most unfortunate position. Teachers
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have tremendous difficulty ill ;ism-KJ:Airy-, anxiety rial brightness If
hilct k bright atid remarks to the teacher hoio. Nvtirri(1.1 lie is about a

iiirthenming test. the teacher pooh-poohs this ;111(1 N;11.",; lie has nothinv
to worry ahont, This kind of teacher response is guaranteed to have no
elfeet at all. Aoxietv is 1)4)C:1111in-1V 011c Of 1110SC C\1(111t( 'S With 15:11411
\-011 CA011ot J-c;isoll, So the hrf !Alf child li Virhio 01 being bri11( ;111(1

11;0:111 a iJood record,. is 7oing to be disputed, so to speak, hv the teacher.
What this child learns is that there is no sense talking with the teacher
about this.

We intervwwed mothers of and low-am:ions children fur :Jima
1 hours each interview, The toothier and the father then rated their
child on a relativelv simple checklist of characteristics siieh as anxiety,
aw_lre.,siveness, stubbornness and maturity, We Mterviewed only the
mother, hot the mother and the father filled out this checklist independ-
ently= Well, as we started to t2:o mer our interviews tlw differences we
expected N'.err not emerging to the degree that we anticipated,
nat iv. following earl' interview the person NVIlti interviewed the mother
wrote down what he thought \vent on between him id the parent, This
was -top of toe head" kind of data and no more than two pages in lcivith,
We Hien gave these write-ups ( not the interviews) to six indiTes with one
question: Did the write-nps contain anything in them indicating that
this mother Was withhOhling information? N\'c found that the mothers
of high-anxious cliildren were rated as significantly more evasive or de-
fensive in the interview thao the mothers of low -anxious children.

What the clinician . s discerning (neither he nor anyone else col-
icling data ever knew whether the child was high- or low-anxious)
was Htat ti' o inothers of It i!Z,11-ilriS101.11-; children were very concerned about
savin ?. tlw right thing and not saving the \ming thing. In other words,
they gave the clinician the feeling that were holding back, that there
were things they felt they should nut Sli ; 1-111S, however, is very similar
to what I said before. The high-anxious child is one who is tremendously
ci.tncerned id /4 )11 it What iS 1111,1it and wrong, This is noted here in order
to clearly differentiate two sources of test ilTIX1etVwhal a child gets
in HUN respect via the lion iv and what is contributed via the school: In
our conception, test anxiety is not something that is created in a school;
it is something that a child brings, more or less, to the school and in
that situation can lx' either made higher, lower, or kept at the same level.

Earlier I said we asked the fathers and mothers to rate the children.
The ratings of the fathers differentiated between high- and low-anxious
children in precisely the Villt we expected. The rating: of mothers did
not even come close. 1,1Then von think that so much of what we know
in child development is a function of what mothers have told us, this
result at least is a basis for feeling uneasy. It may bct that both the
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mother and the father sire correct. \lothets s& v. . children at dillerent times
()I day and in different kinds of situations than fathers (lo, it may very
well be that this, in some way. Ina.' be related to the resnh,., There is
the obvious possibilit:,' that. insofar as the kinds of characteristics we
ttsked parents to rate: taiheis may lu more dicpassionato in this re.Jard
than :in' mothers: \\ t. have
e planation.

nothing, conelnstve to offer in terms of an

Implications for Education

One of the Unpile:Akins of our study has to do With the nature of
school testing' programs. Is it nut somewhat surprising that nobody has
bothered to ask about the effects of tests on children? In this unfortunate
era of national merit examinations we have pyobliml fainilies in which
all kinds of pressures are beincy, exerted on Ow child, on the sehool, and
by the school. Of course the poor child is in the middle here. We have
not paused to ask ourselves two questions. What does this reflect :Mont
our culture? What price are ,,q_t paying for the emphasis which is beinti-
put on test results? The other implication is that if you tell me the IQ
You want the child to have, 1 will give him, depending. on whether lie is
high- or Jow-anxious, the appropriate test: This is to say. the IniTh-anxions
child is particularly vulnerable to the nature o! the test and how it is
presented. Consequently, there are 1-LaIIV children who by the usual
standardized tests get scores which are not necessarily accurate reflections
of their capabilities.

Let me tell Yon, ho' ver about one study in which we got an
opposite reult. We gave the child the Witkin Embedded Figures test.
We said, "I'm going to show You a design for abont ten seconds, then
I'm going to take it away and show you another design. The first design
is scan inside this more complieatiad one and I want van to find
it." It is in this kind of situation that the high-anxious child does better
than the low-anxious. Why is this? Let us look at the instrucions that
accompany this test: You say to the child, "I'm going to show you the
design, then I'm going to take it away and show von this more compli-
cated one. You have to find the first in the second. it yoti feel vou want
to sc. the first design again, tell me. I'll stop the clock and show it
to you. If you guess and you guess wrong, I'll tell vnu and give you
more time."

This is a situation in which the examiner is in effect telling the child,
"fin going to help you, not to the extent of telling you what the answer
is, but I'm going to help you: If you do wrong,. give von More time
Interestingly, the high-anxious request to see the original design signifi-
cantly, more often than the low-anxious. In other words, they take advan=
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ta42:e of the Off-'td Silp1) Ort, 01)ViOUSIV C;i11 SCI.' it :I 11111Iiher
times this is going lo I i iii Vr ,AkISO ti WN," I 'AC murk.,
fewer guesses. They are just not the kind who !Lit s, Its too daligefous
to guess,

liAre arc ot o time now CV('I'YbOdy i Iiioi Iv IJI`tlitiL concerned, at
least the lay pe.hlie: Nvith the problem of talent: the problem of
talent is defined by :I test score. The kind of picture [hot I 1Ltve attempted
to describe' for von in the case of the anions child is one waich make,:
independent, creative activity unlikely. Althotc,li a child may he e\-
tremely I 1IiZllt as defined hv a lest score, if he is a 10,111=,111\ious child
then then' is a good chance that he is out' who will be unable to utilize
Ills potentialities in a creative, productive manner. What distresses me
about all these' talent hunts is that we are defining creativity. briYhtness.
independence of thought, by a test score. Our results clearly suggest tiLit
for many lirOrlit bilt anxious children this is not the kind of people they
are.

We see this on the college level. For example, graduate departments
In any field spend a lot of tiine admitting students: They try to select
people %vim are going to be productive in scholarly activities. The Crad-
nate liecord Examination, or the Miller's Analogies Test, is given for
admission to .graduate .sehools. If you get above a certain point. chances
are von g0111!,- to he admitted and you therefow, presumably. have
certain characteristics. IF von do not g/4 above a certain score, von do
not have these characteristics and you cannot get admitted. People are
chosen for the Ph.D. program because these are the ones who are gonur
It) be scholarly, productive, creative people. They are going to be the
ones who publish and make the contributions to our society. The modal
number of publications past the Phi), in this country is zero, \Ye have
gotten ourselves into the box of thinking that we n predict certain kinds
of things on the basis of available tests. Frankly, do not feel that the
amwer is. -lees get more and hotter tests," although I am sure much
money is going to be spent in the development of these' instruments;

I am here reminded again of a problem in mental subnormality.
There is a body of research in which mentally solmornial children have
been followed up five years after thev have left school, ten years after, and
in some cases up to twenty years later: These were children who were in
special classes, All of them had IQ's less than 70. There is one item on
which the bulk of these studies agree: When vote follow these children in
later life, it is hard to tell the difference between them and a control gronp
of children who were in the same school at the same time but were not in
a special class: One would not have predicted this. Again, if pupils lir_ nut
into a special class, then we have a certain future laid out for them. I:or
reasons we do not understand, however, they do not go along; with our
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q1.1-c011:1)C. MT(' iS plIttt that Mal. ia SOIrte relcN 11Qc h.)r CUrriC11.11111

ThiS is in itl-Ca Whieh :11C 1 t and Id I we arc now
beginning to, study I would pot it in this w,0,-; flow do teachers present
new material to a class? This is but a variant of the question. how do
teachers differ in the degree to vJiieh t110\ Mak(' it eaisv Itit a hnd to
SUN', I (1011-t 1-,711MV,- WithOttt fvvlin that he iS 1 rt"rarth`d aS IC)4

OUr AScl' \",tt !..-.11(1..!_2:0YA. that rel ,-,veF; I s 1 tu.acl itis c. a-) engender a
social-psycholot4:ictil climate in the daNS iii vhich a child can adinit
don't know," without Feeling that lit' is inferior mid inadequate.

One of the problems that new Phi 's aCC WI u ii [1 it u tt

jObS is thCV h:1VC to act as if they know it all. Intl cannot go [ti your
rolleag,ne and say, -I don't understand this.- because lit' won't] look at

and voli would begin to feel that maybe that look is really what
Vii tire. It is hard for us to admit to onr students: -This is an area in
which be more proficient, hut I ill-1111y alit not.- Wu make it
ejtiaIl itE them to admit thi_7 same thing.

TIii ii icial problem in the elementary school: To what extent
do we make it possible for children to tell its that the- don't know? Fut
in another WM', it is crucial to make a child feel that lie can say, "I don't
know," as a moans for insuring productive learning: \Ve have observed
teachers ill their first presentation ot IJ(2W material. ;And thel," dill Cr
trCifiert(1011Sly in how they prepare children for Vhat is coming, It is a
rare teacher who spends a $2,00a deal of time trying to make children
feel that they ean admit to not knowing., to not understanding. Nvitivwf
feeling that the teacher or his peers are wiing to derouate him,
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Personably b Learn

The Shaping of MotIves for Learning

RIC:HAIM ALPERT

Education has an oink us responsibility with regard to the com-
munication of content. Less obvious and perhaps more questionable is
the responsibility which education must bear with regard to the social
problem of intellectual apathy. To accept the first responsibility is to
suggest that it is within the scope of educational goals to add or subtract
from the body of knowledge which an individual carrios away with him
from his educational experience. To accept the second responsibility is to
hold that education can affect, in addition, those characteristics of an in-
dividual that might lead to intellectual apathy or indifference after the
completion of his formal education. This argument would seem to suggest
that educators have a responsibility for instilling within the population
via mass education a set of values, attitudes and motives, which would
insure an intellectually aware, alert and curious citizenry.

In determining the wisdom of placing such blame and responsibility
upon the educational institution in our society we must examine; (a ) how
much the inculcation of values, attitudes and motives is a justifiable corn=
ponent of the educational process; ( b ) what values, attitudes and nmtives
we are transmitting via current educational practices; and (c) what an
educational experience conceivably could do or be expected to do toward
the reduction of intellectual. apathy, We must defer to the educational
philosopher for the answer to the first question. If he accepts the tenet that
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'he educational institution in a society must not only educate :in
in ti 1.-011tvlit-scIlti1.., 1)11i 11111St teach him 411S well to value ediucatioju ind

xvant to act like an ethleilt4q1 1111111, diet) 111! Will 1111'c defined a set of
goals for education which we must implement and help to realize. liceause
I believe that leading educational philosophers would, :111(1 indeed do,
support these goals (4.13,44 ). 1 feel it is indeed justifiable to attend to
the latter two questions: namely, what are we prcxcnllrj doing toward the
realization of these goals, and what could we do?

Educational Goctis

First, let us spell out as bit more specifically the nature of the desired
goals or educational outcomes. These have been stated in a variety of
ways by writers both in education and psychology, The citizen-product
of education should: ( a) show intellectual curiosity, (1)) value and want
to make logical and rational decisions, (c) value and \vault to gain mastery
through understanding, and (d) enjoy working with problems, so that ( 1)
he looks at his environment in such a way that lie brings problems to light,
(2) lie responds to problematic aspects of the environment in preference
to others; (3) he remains in the field in which the problem is present,
that is, he does not daycli Cain, change the subject, etc,, (4 ) Inc gains
pleasure from the process of problem solving as well as from the final
solution itself, and (5) he weighs alternative solutions in terms of their
adequacy, rather than immediately accepting an easily obtained solution.
Ife is not content with inelegant solutions. In effect, this citizen-product
looks at his world, wonders "Why?" and gains satisfaction from finding
out. What is most important, however, is that these motives be internal-
ized, self-initiating, and self-rewarding.

Let me quickly point out that these values and motives are not- alien
to our present educational process. A good number of students do de eiop
the desired motives and values. Observational data of most classrooms will
provide numerous instances of the presence of such values tiitl iriOtivc&4:
MV concern is rather with whether or not our educational program is
geared toward increase in the strength of these motives, and Nviiether or
not techniques for strengthening them are not appearing in the classroom
in far too helter-skelter a fashion.

For example, in comparative content analyses of mathematics texts
which we are carrying out under the auspices of the School Mathematics
Study Group at Yale (2), we found in addition to differences in the sug-
gested function of mathematics, the cognitive mode, and the feedback
strategy, that the 7th grade texts differ significantly in the motives and
values which we assume to be already strongly operative in the child,
For e:aimple, one text emphasizes the child's interest in traveling, in corn-



pi mg batting averages. in buying thimis, in lire alarins This text
ippareutiv appeals to mob\ es of mastery in concrete immediate situations,
The other text, geared to a child of the same age, appeals to au entirely
dillcrent set of motives, to the intrinsic gratification derived from lisilef
ones mind. That is, it appeals iimong other things 1110tit C' to think ',Ilia

incet iiitrlhc.tii,il cIiallie to :siktiSIV dtv aluillt matters not pres-
ently in the child's experience. Now it seems reasonable to ik such
questions What effect does gearin,i, texts to various motives and values
have on a child's own motives ank1 yahleS, uit1 iS it (11011g11 to ISSt1111(' tlir
pl-CSI`Tiri, of inOtiV0 to haVe it etikt?

There are many such unanswered. and. in fact. often unasked ques-
tions related to educational curricula, Because these questions have not
been asked in any systematic fashion, the educational picture appears, at
present, to be somewhat of a motivational -hodgepodge:- Perhaps at brief
stirvev of sonic of the possible motivational difficulties in current cduca-.

tional practice would help to pave the wav for further einisiderations,
Due in part to the present structure of educational institutions, and

the limitations of financial support for research, education has placed
v-reat emphasis on relatively short-teim goals: That is. there are relatively
few efforts to evaluate the effects of an educational systcm in terms of
long-range or longitudinal studies, which extend over any period loiwer
than a single school year (36"). 13ccatise we look for effects at the end of
a school year, the nature of the evaluative criteria is necessarily
It is obvious that the evaluative criteria which we select because of these
practical considerations affect our estimate of the methods which appeal
to work, This may be penny-wise, pomid-foolish! It is quite possible that
the factors that lead to the realization of short-term goals may not only
not work with regard to long-term goals such as those with which we are
now concerned, but may, in fact, be detrimental to the realization of these
goals. The fact that an incentive is immediatelv eflcetive is no proof that
it is good (20).

A somewhat analogous problem conceriis the use of reward tech-
niques. As one looks at the American educational system, he gets an
impression that educators most often are trained by their students to use
the most effective rcinforcers, the reinforcc'rs that work. Granted that
with the aCvent of l)ewc'v there was a shift from negative reinforeers
such as a birch rod or cane, which supp-essed behavior, to positive re=
inforeers, still, as one writer suggests, "a change has been made not from
aversive to positive control, but from one form of aversive stimulation to
another. The child at his desk, filling in his workbook, is behaving
primarily to escape from the threat of a series of minor aversive events=
the teacher's displeasure, the criticism or ridicule of his classmates, an
ignominious showing in the competition,
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'Ii) by talked to Ii v the principal, or a xvord to the parent who inav still
resort t t) 1 }lc rcii rod, Ili tilk V1`11,1 ()I ak t'I1% I t iliNs 9 11111 I 't 111'2

retht aus\v'[ is ill itself an insignfieant an\ ell,ct Oh NA-10,-11

In', t amid the anxieties the boredom, ttid the wressions
-.)Vel"t, t,1)111.1-019. (HO

While tills author nuiv he paIIItIII. al 'xci ssi\ely negative pieture.
true that bcciinse of the pressures on a tcueher. ht, ,diff

use the techniques that inost efficiently, I \'il 1,11' (i ti V ih
itS 1(ffig 1.L iS CO1111111inieati071 of 11}ritellt. 1 vinilif sirg,4est
that the most efficient techniques of control may have attendant difficul-
ties. undue tmph1;1si' iS 1)lace(1 on tensional motives. Second, playmy
upon the major inoti \-ations (\vhich are primarily social) the child
firings to tlic situati(yn tends to strenOlien these motives intl lciive
more desirable, h 41(f-term, nonsocial motivcs uiiicxcrc it'tl Hiii, ie-aui
social motives (which are often anxietv=laden i for rein fi)reitig the 11::111iiiVI
of ruitcnt 1)11(11 has Side effects. 7\71,1111(T(111S slimy that
Nvhen eluldren learn niaterial 111 LIi emotionally cliarged. skK.ial situation.
Nvlicre the social risk mid pay-off itt-L! high. there is often ex afenee If

learning blockage, debilitating anxiety, conformity of lit_liavior, and em-
phasis on .cts rather than on analysis and abstractiona cognitir state
ot ill iirs Ylmich tends to limit the e(lileimtioiLil flexibility of the student.

Classroom Interaction

the past few years in a project wider the direction of P. S.
Sears of Stanford (38) we have been working on an empirically derived
method for systematic obsei vation of classroom interaction, The data we
have collected to date indicate marked individual differences among teach-
ers in the nature and frequency of the techniques of control which they
use and in the nature of what it is that they reinforce. Sonic findings
derived from the use of this instrinnynt will be noted later. I fere I would
only point out that for all teachers a large percentage of the control was
carried out through social reinforcement- social shaminy-, class approba=
Hon, personal approval, etc., and rewards were given fir follmvIng
directions, being correct, performing imp to a standard of excellence, etc.

If we look at these behaviors which elicit reward, we are struck by
how general they arc, that is, how little they are intrinsically related to
intellectual endeavor. The child may learn that following directions, being
correct, performing up to a standard of excellence, etc., are desirable
behaviors, but there is no apparent reason why such &sirable behaviors
should be intellectually linked in noneducational settings. Thus, for ex-
ample, rewarding the student who is highly motivated to achieve may, and
usually does, make him a good student when he is in school. We know,
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hOWCVCr: OW ill Jur society au individual concerned with achitA el-tient Can
4tdlieVe dileet gnitification 1i witvs \\ 111(11 rchtik.1,1 (1 lit-

holhivior. Then, if the school has nurtured this inotic
reward. it has done httk it5S111-e the cOlitiffilitV o iii1rIhtiil cridei.tv()Y
itch`Y This would singest that possilde inotkes and helia\inrs
more intrinsicallv related to intellectual endeavor slionld be rewarded
in the schools.

Another motivathaial difficilltv in currunt educational practice wonid
be that il1ttFiti\L Lti1i powei primarily throngli the authority of t

teacher rathcr than throuph the direct relationship between the hisk
goals of the learner. Thciv is a constant external agent of gratification:
It would be foolhardy indeed to antic:ip.th' that in another situation. tint-
side the school, %acre the teacher is absent, the same motives Would be
operating, A study by Bennett (7) nicely demonstrates this fact. She was
able by persuasion technitpies to get 90 percent of an experimental group
to volunteer ( raise their hands) to participate in an experiment. These
students Were in the classroom at the time that they vere persuaded to
yUlantecr. hi contrast, NVitfl the control group. and ;to persuasion, she
1.,t only JO percent to volunteer: She found, hovvever, that \Alien the time
came for the experiment, only 10 percent showed up from thc control
group and 10 percent from the experimental group. Though people were
willing to 'aim their hands in the classroom situation, this en t lii IS1W u Chd
MA carry over or transfer into their behavior outside the ciassroun.

\\Te have given only brief consideration to some /I HIV dCSirable 1 iVii=

tion-al and value goals, and examples of some of the difficulties hi present-
day educational procedures. Let us illv turn to in attempt to formulate,
on the basis of current motivational theory and research, an educational
procedure which could, conceivably, be expected to achieve the desired
motivational and value goals.

Motivational Program for Education

In order to understand the plan that is being proposed, the reader
must first understand the theoretical assumptions that I am making. The
writer is here treading on theoretical territory fraught with controversial
landmincs. In fact, there is hardly a statement in the remainder of this
paper with which some psychologist would not take exception. With that
warning, let us proceed to examine the ten theoretical assumptions under-
lying the motivational program for education that I should like to propose:

1. De finition of Motivation. First of all, let me theoretically define
a motive as something which serves to energize, select and direct the
behavior of an individual (9) There are, of course, other criteria for
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such a definition, hut the\ will not coiwern US It re, I honld ako mention
that I diii 1' ifi1l1Io4 that ati behavior is motivated.

ATotir rnr r When the child enters the school system he has,
in effect a motivational hierarchy (19,'-'32,2S). This hierarchy of motives

bascd in part Oil an innate orderny2,----innate in the sense that a hierarchy
or nucleus 1 one exists at birth or vnierges as a function 1 mittur;dion
nd in part on previous experience, that is, earlier learniiril,, ThIS 111CrarCirs'
is SUbjeCt 10 reorTanization. licorgJmizAtion LA( plat2C as a funetion
of the satisfaction or satiation of the dominant motives in the hierarchy, as
a f [Inchon of the strciwthonify 01 weaker motives m the hierarchy until
they sopplant the more powerful ones, or as a function of sublimation, that
is, redirection of the eriries of the higher motives into tile lesser motives,
Evidence further sier.pess that the dominant rtiOtiVi's ill a motivational
hierarchy are social in most instances litld are a VCrSiVe 01" ICHSiunal iii

TliCV ar1 drives directed toward the rednction of an unpleasant
slate of t1iair. Only those motives which appear lower in the hierarchy

'ern to be positive or appctitive, concerned with approach behavior
or gratification through tho y-aining of a pleasant incentive.

The entire issue of positive versus; negative motivation is indeed a
contro\ ersial one lieference works by White (43) Miller (27) arc
excellent presentations of the alternative views. I believe that thc're is
riiiipie evidence at the present to allow us to accept the existence of innate
positive as well as of innate negative motives:

3, Wu/tip/0 DctermiNants. Each motive has connected with it a set
of behaviors which the child is most likely to acquire if that particular
-motive is dominant in his motivational hierarchy. These many responses
for each motive are in turn hierarchically organiz«1 Some of them are
more likely to occur than others in any given situation 29 Despite this
apparent imeeificitv in the link of behavior to motives; i! .so clear that
the same behavior often serves more than One motive s wultaneously. I"or
example; eating smoked oysters at a party may sati!-- s hostess and
on(-2s hunger simultaneously, Therefore, we assume that any behavior
can be in the service of one or more motives, and in its linkage to a motive,
it may or may not he the dominant lost probable) behavioral response
connected with that motive.

4. The Shaping of Behar) Or. There is now ample evidence presented
by Skinner (41141) and many others that it is possible to change the
nature of probability of the occurrence of behavioral responses through
judicious control of the envirnnu c;nch shaping of behavior is largely
dependent upon the nature er ,=on of the child and the proxim-
ity of the satisfaction of ti performance of the desired
behavior. The nature of the c:inforcement, the frequency of its
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presentation. the tithe lapse betwecn the response and the rcuiltircenteut
are major aspects of the situation zirid aftect the speed with whjeh .k

beita\ tor 14ets developed or sLtpcd in the chial, it N. furthermore. \mien'
that the shaping of behaviors is fundament:ill.' icomtaiiiation of the
rosponse hierarchy. that is, it is a teclinhim,-, for makiiez one response
prepotent to other behaviors previously !Lio.tifit_iittot ttf
the motive,

5, -rhe, streiwairon., rositirt, orircN. Nvc kiluw surigkiti,dv liLt It
ahmit the toachinv. 1)1 motives. \ve have a niiiil}&' 1f thcorid.,.; 1chlw
the waimer 1i winci, 110 Jti\( iS aC(111jrVil m' \NI.%.11.,-, I not Strt102,111-
rlitql, Nit the 1)lVS011t. \VWT11111 11 IV t i 1i1, CH11(:111SlUil
:11)01a this Matter: 131-1(41V the various thew iic tre folltms:

a. The Titcory of rmergorc. ,eordine this hooi \v''Ai'r -mco
b(Oil)C. tinffiliwnt in the cnViwnli writ Ix} ii I i )11111-0 l i n k V ( . 1 1 1 1 1 IMO j VC!,.

IRIVe -11WITU(lrC, StlY1112,11WIIS

011(' ri'l()11Ve 1w SZIO4Ving, Other motives (2;4: This ; tl is at the
the re:whins of John Dewey, for it saiggests that the motives which we have
proposed as desirable goals, such as eurtnsity, will emerge and Ihere:tHer In
strong in a soriallY supportive envn onmcnt.

b. The Therm/ (if ASSOCiatirni. Arenrdirig to this theOry, drive is acqmred
or strengthened through its association with another more powerfid (more
primary) drive For example, the motive for depenklene\ is built lip diuMigh
link with the hunger drive, The serinence is somewhat as follows: the infant
is hungry and expyrieneing it state of dk,oinfort. 1..-xery [fine Jo' is IC d
tilt' tulisiyil 1,cduccd, his inniher is ciosy by, As a rysult of this emmeetnai
betNreCil 11-10thel" and tension reduction, and between absence of mother and
tho presence of tension or dissatisfaction, the infant develops a strong desire
to be near mother. This we characterize as a dependency drive. ()TIC(' 111k (11-1v0
is developed, it mav he elicited 1)3,, any type of tension or ear, which leads
the child to seek his mother (16%29,30), It also has been argued. and rather
effectively, that in humans, a secondary or act/foil-L.(1 drive sneh as dopcndenev,
if it gets strong enough, heroines highly resistant to extinction, i.e., functionally
autonomous, oven though it may no longer be linked to the primary drive oii
which it was originally built (1).

c: Affect Theory, This theory is based on tlw argument that we approach
things that havea positive affective or emotionzd tone and avoid tlung which
arc negatively emotionally toned. Therefore, to the extent that affect or
emotional tone is linked to an object, the individual will he motivated to seek
that object in order to experience the resultant affective state. According to this
theory, cues in the environment which elicit appetitive bthavior are really
cues which tell the individual, "If V011 dO t1MS and so. von will feel good," A
new motive ma be developed then, linking the desired behavior to an
affective state (11;24;12):

d. Thr Throry of Dissonance or Dispariol This theory is based on the
assumption that disparity or incongruity between two attitudes or two actions
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Which arc in some \vay juxtapoed in the same action system creates tension.
Therr is an underlying motive iii an inm v'idnal to reduce the deizree of this
ificonsistermev. Thus, the presence of dissonant or dkparate thiinTs in an indi-
viduars psYdiological environment motivates action to reduce this dissonance
or disparity ( 18.:3,1). When we apply diss,ulanee theory in Ow study of Narita
porsonlity, there is smnp difference of (pinion between various theorists as to
whether or IMM)t diSt`I'cirhillije, e 0)1.011tiVm.'iirectiVe ()I 17)0SSI1V both. At
present the lark of definite evidence in snpport of anv one prevents a final
SeleetiOn.

r_ 17ie 7i(CO('1! eif ExerriSC. Final IV We have (I theOrV regarding time
strengti.cning of positive motives which smiggests that beeause positive motives
lead to behavior which provides intrinsic gratification, the inere provision of
opportunity for behaviors to occur in the SerViCe 01 theSe 111(ItiVeS tviil tend to
strengthen the motives 8.43 ), For example, if the teacher is able to say. -come.
look mid se,- and the children aro able to "see- and therefore to get gratification
for looking, the children viI1 yant to -look and see- in the future. Thus the sheer
frown -Hey of rcpetition of behavior performed in the service of a particular
motive would lie siifficiont. throtulh its self-strentztlwifing mechanism, to
111(,TeaSe CI le potency of that motive in the child.

These five theories provide our best source of a practical plan for
the develom-nent of motives, We cannot, at present. choose from among
them. feirtimatelv NVe need not, for they are not MI lt tli.111V
We Skill, therefore, in the absence of data supporting ono of these
theories rather than another. use all of them. simultaneonslv or sequen-
tially, insofar ;e4 that is possible.

R. \-abirs': Nu environment or behavioral context is ever free of
valuesOf conceptions of the desirable ill behavior. These values, as
<Athol-al directives, have the effect of supporting certain behaviors and
inhibitirur or suppressing others. Sometimes the directives are explicit.
such as, "Keep off time grass.- dill sometimes they are less explicit, hut
nevertheless dear. As a result of such a directive, for example, children
realize that there are certain appropriate behaviors to perform in certain
situations. This argument has been brilliantly demonstrated in a book
by Barker and Wright called Midwest Its Children (6) in which
they illustrate how- a child's behavior varies as as function of the ecological
setting or cultural contest in which he acts,

'While these contextual xialties serve as situational determinants of
immediate behavior, environmental values can sometimes have inure
long-range effects. 'We are finding out a great deal about a process called
-identification," whereby one person incorporates a set of values held
1w another. This process seems to be largely dependent upon the nature
of the affective relationship between the two people ( M.22.29). For
example, a child incorporates certain parental 'alues, not by any direct
instruction, but rather by a covert motivational processthe motive to
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identify-, If the nature of the relationship is appropriate, the child seems
motivated to become -like Daddy- or "like INIonirnv,

Thus environmental values play a double role in our theoretical
proposal: First, they ofrcr situational iriforriiat ion which provides evalua
tive directives for immediate behavior. Second, they may, under certain
coi,litions, offer more personal information which may become incorpo-
rated into the personality of the individual and may provide directives
for Ifore long-range behavior:

7. Mood. There is IN)tii experimental (3:2) and clinic; idence to
indicate that the kind (if mood or :Iffeetive experience a .sociated with
the learning situation is significantly related to children's attitudes toward
intellectual iich i or rthLtll iS "Math IS C\Cit i1W," "Math is
hortriu" "math is ftm"(31). \Vhether or nut mood turns out to have causal
import in attitude formation. or to lie merely a concomitant indicator
of attitude, we shall, in view of its statistically significant relationship to
attitude formation, include it in our thinkin(2.

S. Expectancy, NVlicther or not gratification is sought fin. a specific
motive Iii a particular situation will largely be a function oF the strength
of the drive within the child and of the expectancy of drive ,:atisfaution.
Ti either the drive strength or the expectancy is zero, then the child will
not perform hchitylor pursuant to gratification of that drive (5). This
swrgests that throwdi appropriate control of environmental cues we can
make it more or 'Itss approprHte to perform behavior in thc service of
one drive or another,

9, Thy riclathm of Ahitires to Perception. l'he evidpneo seems: will-
ciently clear that motives not Only affect the performance of a child, but
also his perception of the world around him, This is most marked in
situations when, aspects of tIte environment are amhignom, LT.oder these
conditions motives: tend to affect the selection of the obitiets ill the en-
vironment to be attended to and then to affect the cognitive organizAtion
of tin-se perceived objects.

10, Se/Kmiec/4. ,e shall consider the soli-concept as a
cognitive configuration which could be considered its ii liettrOlWriCal
I etwork or as a mediating theoretical cognitive structure. -As a l'eNult
of interactitm with the environment, and particularly as a result of oyalu=
atiimal interaction with others, the structure itself is formcdan organ-
ized, fluid, hut consistent conceptual pattern of perceptions of character .

distics and relationships of tht..! T Or the me together with values at.
titcl)ed to these concepts,"

hp.; t of the was of behaving which are adopted by the organism
arc those which arc consistent with the concept of .self. Concepts of self
function its gniding principles.- The above quotations are drawn front
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the works of Carl Rogers (36), one of the leaders in the work on self
concept. He, along with Mead, Conley, Angyal, Becky, Balmy and
others, has long sought to label the self as a significant mediating proc-
esS. For example, liaimy says, -The self-concept is cons;antly used as
frame of reference when choices are to he made. Thus it serves to regulate
behavior and may serve to account for observed uniformities in per-
sonality"( 36 ).

We shall argue that the selc, concept is a stable configorati( n within
the personality, and that the discrepancies from this Self- concept have a
motivating effect. This is consistent with a theory put forth by Helen
Peak in which she says, "The self-concept is one exciniple of an encom-
passing category which may provide common di,:.ensions, or the whole
that fits many concepts, percepts, attitude., and other states in context
with each other, so that when disn,irity occurs between perceptions and
attitudes about the self, inotiv-,%on is likely to be set up" (34). Because
the self-concept is composcd of affective as well as cognitive elements,
it is possible that t 1,! disparity or dissonance could exist in any of these
areas.

A recent by Matire (34), in which lie administered a projec-
tive test of motivation as well as measures of the actual and ideal self
ratings provides interesting support for Pc k's thesis. While Mative's
results show no correlation between the motivation measure and either
the actual or ideal self, he did Find a -significant correlation between the
motivational score and the discrepancy between these two measures of
self-concept. Thus a disparity between statements regarding the self
was related to the amount of motivation an individual shows, At present
this offers some support for the motivational thesis set forth by Peak.
Peak's hypothesis of causality, however, is not tested by Matire's data.

A Curriculum Program

With these theoretical assumptions as background, we are finally
in a position to outline a highly oversimplified motivational curriculum
design for consickration, While I emphasize the motivational aspects of
education, I hope that the reader will not think for a moment that I am
not also concerned with the communication of content as 1.vell as with a
variety of social and intellectual goals in education. I do not see any of
these as mutually exclusive, but feel that because so much emphasis
has been placed on content, it should be my duty as a motivation psychol-
ogist to counterbalance the picture,

This program is only a crude example of a sequential strategy in
which we utilize all of the theoretical assumptions presented thus far,
It sla.luid not he regarded as the program, 11 it servos as a catalyst to
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increase attention directed toward motivational ends as x-ell as IIICztl)S
in education, the desired object vill have been ar(omplished.

The child enters the school with a motivational hierarchy. The
ordering of the motives in this hierarchy, as we have suggested, is the
result of both innate and experiential determinants. It contains both posi-
tive and negative motives, that is, hoth uppetitive and avoidance motives.
The avoidance motives (though there are individual di(ferences) are
probably the dominant motives. For each of these motives there is a
corresponding set of behaviors performed by the individual in his search
for gratification or tension reduction. Some of these behaviors serve more
than one motive.

When the child enters the classroom he is not aware that he can
get gratification in the classroom for any of his motives. in fact on the
first clay of school he probably strongly doubts this. Therefore, it is the
teacher's first duty to teach the child that she (the teacher) is an agent
of gratification. In order to demonstrate this, it is necessai v for the
teacher to reward the dominant behavior, which reflects the dominant
drive in the child. By gratifying the dominant drive she has, in effect,
said to the child, 'I am somebody to whom von can turn for gratification
of your drives." For example, if the child is anxious and performs depend-
ency-seeking behal:iors such as touching the teacher's skirt, the teacher
responds by hugging the child or putting her hand on the child's
shoulder or in some way giving the child physical or psychological re-
assurance, that is, satisfying his dependency needs.

Once the teacher has communicated to the child that she is the
agent of gratification, the next step would seem to involve the shaping
of behavior. The teacher now rewards conditionally; she rewards the
child only for certain desirable behaviors. This is the current technique
used in education. In the early years we give praise for prixtically anV-
thing but later on we raise our standards, or select the behavior!: for
which we provide the praise__

Now, what behavior is the teacher trying to shape? I would here
suggest that she should select behaviors which may be in the service of
the motives she desires to strengthen. Let us take as an example, curiosity
motivation. Sometime during the child's school day, for some reason or
other, he will most perform somc curiosity-type behavior. While
this behavior may be partly in the service of satisfying a curiosity motive,
it mav also be partly directed toward receiving the teacher's approval.
Thus the behavior may be determined. Such a behavior would
fulfill our criteria since it is a behavior yhich, while serving more than
one motive, at least in part could be in the service of the desired motive.
Thus the teacher now gives the dependency gratification that the child
is seeking, but only for the performance of curiosity behavior (e.g..



favv, I think it's xvoriderful the way voti fcnind out that answer").
can anticipate, in vicw of considerable research evickrIce, that the fro=
cincnev of the desired behavior will increase if the teacher is able to
space her ?Tatification-giying appropriately.

Nol.v we have ,gone as far as most educators usually go in a motiva-
tional pro,tram, hut according to this program sequence we are but
half=wity home. Previously, any curiosity behavior, -yen if the child
had performed the curiosity behavior specifically to please the teacher,
was rewarded. Tile next step is for the teacher to teach the child a new
cliscriniiiiatilon. This discrinamttion is that behaviors, per se, are not
rewarded, but rather the intent behind these behaviors'. That is, the
teacher now selectively rewards behaviors NvIiich verr mainiy carried
out For the desired motive. Now only the curiosity behavior which seems
truly to be concerned with satisfying a curiosity drive is rewarded.

This step is aided considerably by verbal mediation. The teacher
can teach this discrimination with words: For example, -Johnny. I think

vondedul that you were interested enough in that Nvord to go and
look it ill).' I fere the teacher is not only rewarding, the behavior, hurt
suggesting an appropriate intent for the behavior as Nvell. Another child
'lo looks the word 'because he is asked to, gets less reward or at
least a different reward.

llecalliw-r our earlier exposition of the theories of motive strengthen=
.Ve can find in this step of our sequential program use of both the

theories of association and exercise. This step demands, of course, that
the teachers can differentially reward intent and/or behavior. Data col=
lected in Sears' project (38) do indicate that there are marked inter-
and intra-teacher differences with regard to what the teachers reward,
and that we can discriniinate in a reliably objective manner as to
whether the teacher reinforces a particular child's (a) productions (b)
liehavior. (c) intent. Or (d) innate attributes such as personality and
ability.

Simultaneously with the reward of intent, the teacher starts on
another tack, that of modifying the child's self-concept in a specific
direction. Shifting self-concept is lint easy. Before such shifting is poss-
ble a child rmist fool stifficiontlY secure so that he can risk a modification
in something as central as his self-euncept (3(3 ). We are indebted for
this hit of understanding to the therapy literature which, after all, is
primarily concerned with the modification of self-concept. if a patient
reports to the therapist that he holds a very negative self-concept, the
therapist nsually replies if] a supportive way; he does not agree with
the path but rather seems to say, "I accept von for what you are., but

am it not impressed \\Tit]] the fact that you are as bad as you think," This
viten offers the patient sufficient support to allow for a re-examination
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of what he really is and to find out whether., indeed, he is quite as had
as he might have considered himself.

Cn the teacher carry out a similar role in the classroom? From my
own teaching experience it seems possible. If one treats a child as if he
Were a certain type of desirable person, one often can get him to act as
if he were that type of person, and ultimately, if he feels secure cnougli,
to actually become that type of person. What I clo is to reward a student
for being a certain type of person, or, more specifically, I reward 111T11
WWI the emslimption that lie is a certain type of person. "I like being with
you because You are the type of person who is interested in so many
things,' Ilow might we eNpect a person to react to a statement such as
this? If lie desires your attention, as a student usually does, he Nvonicl
not he inclined to say, -Well, actually I am tint interested in anything."

I am suggestiwY that treatirw a child as if he were a certain type of
person would lead him to try bein,,, that type of person. Through such
rehearsal he Nvould receive more gratification (from himself as \veil as
from the teacher) which might well increase the strength of the motives
connected with the new self-concept. Therefore, if the teacher can
modify a child's self-concept so that, for example, he says of himself,
"I am the type of person who is very curious,- we are almost home_

This step, I suspect, can be accomplished not only by direct instruc-
tion, that is, by making statements to the child about himself, e.g., "You
are a thus-and-so-type person," but also through the process, of identifica-
tion. That is, to the extent thai the teacher has formed a close emotional
relationship with the child and satisfies some of his social needs, she
indeed could he an identification figure for the child, and thus her values,
if they are clear, will be incorporated by the child. To the extent that
the teacher states and believes the N,alue, "A child who is intellectually
curions and feels good wlien lie satisfies this curiosity is good.- she is
providin,r the child with an ideal self-concept which she obviously N'alm--.5
hiultly and which he might well incorporate. If, at the same time, she is
respondiwr to the child as if lie were an intellectually curious person
and is proviiliiri many opportunities for him to be that type of perso-i .

it is reasonable to alit-icipaW that, hltrring spvt.rti anxiety in the sitnation,
the child \vill move in the desired direction.

How will this new self-concept affect the motivation? We do
know that children with high self-concepts perform better than ecpuilly
intelligent children Whose self-concepts are poor (39,42). Assuming that
this relationship is directional or causal, that is, self-concept affects
motivation, we must consider Nvii' this should be the case. If we are able
to build into a child a :,;:atement about himself which says in effect, "I'm
the type of person who enjoys roltking fatiorial decisions, is intellectually
curious, and so forth,- then we expect that the child will perform appro-
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priately when placed in situations that present opportunities for rational
Or curious behavior. But why?

To answer this quf.stion I can invoke the theory of Helen Peak (3,I)
which works as follows: If a child is placed in a situation where his
curiosity is aroused, and he takes no action to sat isfv his curiosity, then
he must accept the statement, "I apparently an] the type of person who
is not curious.- This statement is discrepant from the self-eoncept which
we have built into him, i.e., "I am a curious person.- According to the
Peak theory, this disparity would set up a motivation to resolve itself,
and the resolution would change the statement which 15 most modifiable.
Thus, if we can not only build a self-concept which includes the compo-
nents which we desire, but also assure ourselves of its stability and
resistance to change. we can anticipate that the child will reduce dis-
parity by performing the necessary behavior to maintain the positive
self-conceptthat is, he Nvill perform curiosity behavior so that he may
continue to say of himself, "I am a curious person,-

Yet what is to keep the child from not seeing the situation as one
about which he might be curious? Here again we must utilize our learn-
ing theory, for the teacher can teach the child by the Saine prtH.0S5 as
the one outlined above that a person is valued who tends to see the
world in terms of problems for solution and that, furthermore, the child
Is, indeed, such a person. If the child accepts and incorporates these
values, they in turn will affect his perception of his enviromnent. lie will
be motivated to perform perceptual behaviors to maintain the self-con-
cept statement, -I am Coe type of person who tends to sec the vOrld Iii
terms of problems about which I can be curious."

Finally, once the teacher has helped the child develop this self-propel-
ling mechanism, that is, an intellectually-specific self-concept, she must
wean the child from herself. This can be carried out by shifting the
nature of the school experience in the later grades (probably high school )
so that the child has ample opportunity to rehearse his new-found self-
concept. Thus, the later grades should provide numerous opportunities
for the child to perform rational-type decision-making Or curiosity-type
behavior and he should have the opportunity to perform these with little
or no extrinsic gratification. Such a situation should minimize the use
of extrinsic evaluative techniques such as grades, teacher approval, etc.
Thus we Ncould have an impersonal teacher operating in a more formal
classroom in which there would be ample opportunity for the child to
function solely for the gratification derived from perfo! :fling the desired
behaviors and exercising the desired motives themselves.

Thus by narrowing the alternatives, by diminishing the expectancy
that other motives can be satisfied in the situation, and increasing the
expectancy that the student can satisfy the desirable motives in school,
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vc are maximizing the chance for the occurrence and thus tile strengthen-
ing of the desired motives in the educatitmal setting. We are ultimatelv
increasing the likelihood that these motives will beccine significant in
the child's future.

Obviouly suel a program could never run flawlessly, partly became
of the fact that the child is in the school 1)ut relatively few hours of his
day and may well be living in a value culture which could lw antithetical
to educational ends (15.17,21,25,37), Nevertheless we have roughly 12
years in which to carry out tins program and it seems reasonable that a
systematic plan for the development of certain motives could be expected
to be effective despite flaws if curried out over such an extended period.

Let us return to our original questions: "Should and could and arc
educators accepting some of the responsibintv for overcoming intellec-
tual apathvr I would answer, "Yes," to all three of these questions.
Educators have time right motivational goals, but they have lacked a
systematic sequential motivational program. Such a program, if seriously
researched and attempted, would, I believe, go far toward the reduction
of intellectual apathy.

An individual who leaves school with a self-concept which includes
statements such as, "I am the type of person who enjoys seeking informa-
tion in order to make rational decisions," NV011id be the type of person, I
am sure, who would demonstrate desirable intellectual activity when
decisions of importance were placed before him. Such a person might
well he expected to study the issues in a political campaign, arrive at
rational decisions and thus be most resistant to irrational persuasion
techniques.

A society has caine a long way when it provides for its citizenry as
extensive an education as does ours. We must remember that such an cx
tensive period of a person's life as is dedicated to education .ninst be
used always as wisely as possible. Wisdom would suggest that it be used
for more than one purpose not only for the communication of content,
but for the development of motives Nyhich would serve the person well
after the completion ot his formal education. Active motivational planning
rather than academic social criticism would secni to he the more direct
path to the continued development of an intellectually enlightened
populace.
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The Group In uences Learn g

The Group Ccntributes to the Individual

HERBERT THELEN

The question of what the group contributes to the uniqueness of the
individual is a difficult one. Uniqueness is something like happiness: it is
a by=product of the way people live and leariL What are some of the con-
ditions under which uniqueness would be likely to be maximized in a
group? Let me begin by spelling out certain aspects of the complex class:
room situation by means of researches that illuminate rather crucial
points.

First, I would like to describe a simple assessment situation which
gives us some idea of the variability with which we are working. For
example, we studied a group of 50 sophomores. lu social studies they con-
centrated for three weeks upon revolutions They studied three or four
revolutions and then it became time to test their knowledge. The teacher
made out a test that treated history and economics. I said, "Why don't
we try to find out something about what revolutions mean to these
oungsters?" We tore pictures of the Russian Revolution out of Life

magazine and said: "Ali right, you've been studying about revolutions.
Here's a snapshot of a revolution." We then gave them the instructions:
"What do you think happened before, what's going on now, and how's
it going to turn out? Make up a story."

One girl wrote: "This picture shows the poor, downtrodden, unhappy
peasants. The mothers are worried because they don't know how they're
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going to feed the little ones, the fathers have been taxed to death by the
dictator and are in jail, the brothers are hiding in the hills to avoid
military service, it's pretty bad. How-s it going to come out? No good,"
That was her story. A 14-year-old boy, who was a problem youngster,
produced the following: 'There are four basic causes of revolution: eco-
nomic, political, social and religious.- A third boy was well supplied
with the kind of creativity the teachers could do without; lie was always
finding holes in things and was compulsively different. He wrote: "This
picture shows the common herd milling around the base of the palace
of the king. The king is a wonderful man. Gentle, kind, educated, friendly,
and he really wants to do well by his people but he gets bad advice from
his government."

In a very different way these youngsters reacted, presumably, to the
same unit of study. First, in showing variability and, second, in raising
a rather interesting educational question. From one point of view this is
only clinical data. The girl who is identifying with the bleeding and down-
trodden is about at the same level of response as identifying with the
animals on a Rorschach. AN educators we can see that she needs to be
able to see larger trends, to be able to see historical events not entirely in
terms of identification with individuals but also in terms of social move-
ments in the broader culture. Social studies serve her sensitivity to the
downtrodden, with whom she identifies herself. When we look up her
record, there is every reason to think she ought to feel downtrodden in
view of her own life history. Then, there is the boy who does the opposite.
He divorces himself completely from all of the personal, human events
that he has been studying. He does not see history as something men acted
and wrote; he sees it as a set of abstractions for flushing away the human
adventure with a few words like economics and religion. Then we have the
creative boy, wanting power, feeling contemptuous of other people and
believing he could not fuil.

Sacial-Emationcil Climate

Are these themes in which children organize the meaning of social
studies something a teacher ought to be concerned with? Should social
studies help each of these youngsters: (a) to move toward more ability,
to see the trends, the broader picture: ( I) to realize that human brings
are involved; and (c) to see that there arc other dimensions than power
around which human behavior can be understood? When we begin to
look at the way youngsters utilize this in their psychic economy, we see
a lot more than is seen in the usual achievement test.

In another study the immediate social experience in the classroom
was seen to have some effect on meaning. This study was run informally.
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The teachers ill an eighth grade elass were asked to identify live pupils
they thought were best adjusted in die class and the five they thought
were having the most trouble. The teachers did not reveal winch youngster
was which, but they sent all ten of them to the writer one at a time.

Again. I showed them pictures. These piiptls were all taking math
in the eighth grade so I would show them a picture mid say: -Ion-ye been
shidving math. I want you to read into this picture all the matlwmatiral
ideas von can and tell me about them. After a while, I 'became aware
01 a distinct difference in the responses. One kind of student would look
at the picture and say, "That ss a country store," The first reaction was to
name it, to identify the scene. Thcn this student would say. '1 F I were
miming that store I'd want to make a profit:* I would Say, "Fine, how
do you calculate the profit?" And the student would give me a formula.

Other students gave a different response. The student would look at
the picture and say: -That's a country store." Then, after a pause; -Well,
we studied business a couple of weeks ago and Miss Jones got into a
discussion with the class and pointed out that the purpose of business is
to make a profit." I would say: -That's interesting. Ilow do you calculate
prolit?" and the youngster would tell me.

These two types of responses are exactly alike at the beginning and
the end. Each started by identifying the situation and each ended by
giving a formula Nyhich had been overlearned. But, look at the difference
in between: The -best adjusted" ones put themselves directly into the pic-
ture and saw mathematics as serving their purposes. Tile -poorly znljusted"
could edge themselves into the picture only by remembering extraneous
details about the learning situation. Granted that this experiment needs to
be replicated and done much more carefully, it nevertheless temporarily
satisfies my prejudices that the availability of learningwhat von do with
it, how accessible it is, how much on can reformulate it, how easily you
apply it in new situations, how ,r you can separate it from irrelevant
stuffis strongly affected by interpersonal relations, So we can identify
the social-enlotimial climate as haying something to do with how the
student will learn, how free he will be with learned material.

We tried another experiment to test sonic ideas about anxiety, This
was done with graduate students by Jack Glidewell, who is now on the
St. Louis County Health Board_ Jack interviewed sonic college students
and gave them Borsehaehs and Thematic Apperception Tests. As he dis-
cussed things with each student, he attempted to discover the significant
people in the student's life. If he were in a group of 20 people to whoa'
would he pay attention, who would make a difference to him? Iii any large
group there aro certain people von are very intich aware of and others
whose presence goes unnoticed. So we tend to -collapse" the group to just
a few persons who are key people, They are the ones whose eve von try
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to catch when you are a little skeptical, le ones whose support reassures
Vmu.

One student Glidewell worked with appeared to be very sensitive on
the score of his mother. The mother figure would be important to him in a
crowd, fie was also concerned about seductive females and dominant
males of the strong, booming. Aggivssive type. lie was also sensitive to
effeminate males:

'We derided to bring these people to life by training uradliate students
to act these roles: One was taught to be a mother, another to lw seductive,
another dominant, and the last -weak." The subject had named socialized
medicine for the topic of discussion so we had two or three seminars to
trqin ourselves to hold up our end of the conversation on socialized
medicine. Our cast included the subject, the four role players, and six
observers. Three of these were clinical observers looking for fidgeting,
flushing and nonverbal cues. Three others had been trained in discussion
leadership and were to watch the leader's style.

The results were clear-cut. The subject's reaction depended on who
made the comment. For example, "Let's get together on this." Each of the
role players at one time or another made this statement: When the
dominant male said it, this fellow became very coherent, incisive and
forceful. When the seductive female said, "Let's get together on this," he
became incoherent. "Tell us what to do," was another statement used.
When the mother said it, everything was serene, but when the effeminate
male said it, the subject was lost.

Our subject had never seen these people before. If he had, he was not
acquainted with them. So he was not responding in terms of full knowl-
edge of these people us persons. He was responding to what was
cued off last the roles these people were playing. The comments of
the role players were only cues that opened the door to past experience,
some of which obviously had not been assimilated. Thus leadership style
is influenced by the pLirtieular interaction of the leader with each of these
individuals. When the teacher, in responding to what a child says, loses
the track, becomes anxious and incoherent, this is no longer a matter
between the teacher and this child alone, because the teacher is there
to teach the whole class. It is the whole class that now is presented with a
teacher who simply does imt know how to control himself in the situation.

The combination of the individual pupil with the teacher is impor-
tant. Nlany teachers are quite awai- of this and the more honest ones
are able to say that there are maul', Individuals whose presence in the
room makes teaching very difficult for them.

The experiments of Lewin, Lippitt, and 1,Vhite, in the late '30's,
focus on the next questions about group climate or atmosphere, First,
do such climates exist? Second, how can the teacher genr.Tate climate at
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will? Third, which climates are healt.w in the sense of freeing the child's
energy for the learning task, saving him from preoccupatinn xvith other
people. and with his own anxieties?

Teacher Style

Onr first assumption was that what the teacher does, matters. John
Withal], now at the University of Wisconsin, started to study what goes
on in the classroom 1w means of tape recordim=s synchronized NVith time-
lapse photography. When he played hack the sonnd record and the
sYnchronized pietures, he was able to reconstruct almost completely the
situation as it had oceorred. This enabled 1 tim to have almost total recall;
lie could relive his observer experiences ill a classroom over and over.
The study concentrated nit the teacher. What arc, the things the teacher
dnes? Can these acts tie classified? flow do they affect the response the
pupil gives? As lie listened to the teacher, lie was sting, "What is this
teacher really communicating?" Ile also asked the Lext question: "If
am right that the teacher at this point is being punitive, communicating
threat and so forth, then the pupils ought to act in the next response like
youngsters who feel threatened,- This gave him at least a general cat-
gory of response to look for to validate his impression of the teacher''
intention,

The intentions condensed to six categories. One, the teacher is trying
to support or in tild up the child's ego. Second, the teacher is trying to
c/arify, help the child understand better what he just said help him dig
as little deeper into his own meaning in the situation. Third, the teacher
is trying to structure or define the sittiation, that is, pointing to elements
that have to be taken into account, This does not mean telling the student
how to do it, but simply helping the child understand the realities with
which he is confronted. The fourth kind of intention was to give orders,
but a lot of giving orders has two or three components. One component-
is that it is a way of defining the situation, Another compownt of giving
orders is the communieation, "1 don't care what you NN'ant to do, this is
yhat youre going to cto! It is in tills sense of order that the
category is intended, -Hie next category \''as called cripriciorts criticism,
tilt* kind of criticism to which the youngster sometimes responds with
justice, "Why pick on ine? I Ic doiis not quite know why at this time, on
this occasion, lie wiv4 singled out and is very likely not to know what is
being hold against him. All he gets is emotional evaluation, The sixth
category we call sc/Htatifiiing. This kind of comment is illustrative, "Well,
that's a good idea John, but after all if 'you'd been teaching this subject
as long as I have you'd realize von haven't got a kg to stand on. Basi-
cally, it is saving that when the teacher differs with the pupil he (the
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teac'Le'r' not 111 (IL I't',,pcct: I. merits of these ints,
TIH, NIX cA10,y-)ricS .2rolipcd imder two headue_s. The fit

r,tirmiin. ti) till' Her IIIN lIt'edN Ne1:011(1 (lace

u'e in ulr,ti ifs WSpellNiVe to the N'aelleCN needs for keeping people
proper dist,ifice, for lauldulg lip his own ego or for leassuring himself.

I laving defined these "learnmecntcred- a d -teacher-centered-
categories. the next step was to find out \VINO, diliCI-vlieti they pi-millet'
ill CLIY,d-00111S, Ncd FhlIldecti, ilOW at Hie University of Nhonesoto, tried

jeteroant) what go,,s atom ). with these iy.() kinds of climate. I lc
irked with INV(1 teaelleM tr.lined to Make 103111e1"--CellIeled- CHM=

MOWS 111(.1 the Other tnillied to make -teacher-centered- comments. rhos(
comments came easily to the teachers, tendilw -IC their respective
personalities.

One student \vas brought in and Aka a while the (list
started teachhw. This went on for atom minutes until the pupil had
learned \dial the teacher was Irvin,_' to teach. Following the first teaching
session the next teacher taught a lesson using comments from the teacher
centeied categories. Of the principles learned under the learner-centered
style of teaching, the recall at the end of four days was perceut,
the prmciples taught during the teacher centered piliod, the aver
recall was about 55 percent.

Certain remarks from the tape recorded teaching sessions %VCR.
colected And scrambled, Added to this were a few "mademp-
sheer fiction. Four days later the pupil Wits asked to pill in front of each
remark the symbol "S- if he had said it, the symbol the teacher had
said it, and the symbol -X" if neither had said it. The pupil was very
accurate in identifying remarks taken out of the teacher-centered period.
The teacher was inakin'4. self-justifying, critical, and directive rcinzuks,
and the student attrilmted them to the teacher. But for remarks taken
out id the learner-centered period, the accuracy of discrimination zip-
pr )ached O. The pupil had a difficult time untangling the comments
deciding: whether lie or the teacher had said it. The discussion had been
similar to two voices in the pupil's head since the teacher was workileJ
in the pupil's frame of reference. In the teacher-centered period the
flames of reference of teacher zind student were quite antagonistic.

Another thing done at the time of learning was to have the student
operate a lever. His instruction was; -When you feel good about what's
going on, !Hill tut it, rr loss and yoil, if ) 011 don't like il, shove it zo.zo..
Thus we had a continuum of feeling, reported nonverballv during the

lesson. The number of the positive feelings during the learner-centered
period was greater than the number elf negative feelings as registered
by about SO percent of students. Even more significant was the number
of responseseither phis or minusOven in the two periods, It WIIS zthotit
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50 perc, ficqueot in the learner-centered period ;is in the teacher-
centurer1. This suggests that the awareness of having a feeling--of being
conscious of sell was much p-reater in the teacher-centered period: This
leads me to propose that the teacher-centered teaciier keeps the learner
preoccupied with self and conscious of self to a mo,.11 greater extent than
does the Ivan-ler-centered teacher.

'We also obtained some physiological measures. The pupil was seated
at a table looking at pictures with oite hand on the lever. A silver elec
trode was attached to the pupil's palm and another one to his ankle. This
enabled us to measure the respiration rate, heilrt beat rate, and the skin
resistance. The two rate measures were higher for most pupils during the
teacher-centered period. Skin resistance WAS, without exception, lower.
Of the phystologicill indices, the most interestirw thing yk.%is skin re-
sistance. If one begins to sweat, the skin resistance goes down: That ls,
Sweat being an electrolyte is it good conductor so the skin resistance
drops. Now, sweating is a symptom of anNietv. If the skin resistance drops,
one ieterpretation is that anxiety has gone up. With the teacher-centered
kind of behavior you'll see that skin resistance drops irrepularly, but
rapidly. During the rest period it remains nearly the same. Durity, the
learner-centered period it recovers, but not completely. Presumably skin
resistiowe is a little less susceptible to sentiment than something like
do you like this or, on what you think the other person expects

you to say. a !Ieasure it is a tittle more fitridamental, a little more,
involuntary a little less under the conscious control of social or polite
expectati-u!: therefore it ought to be fairly meaningful.

The responses of certain students vere interesting. The teacher would
make a comment and there would be a drip in skin resistance: but a few
seconds later the pupil would pull the lever toward him, inclicatirw good
feeling. That pause between the registering of anxiety and the decision
to pull the lever suggests the making of a conscious decision. So it seems
that -some of these pupils had learned to misrepresent the, evidence
of their own nervous systems.

Perkins carried the work a little further: He dealt with six groups-
of adults in Prescott`s child study program. We selected three leaders
whose general tendencies were learner-centered and three more who
were teacher-centered. Perkins recorded ten rnecting for each of the
six groups. He had something like 30,000 comments of members and
leaders to classify along sonic 50 Or 60 dimeny'ons. -This is obviously more
superficial but also rrincl-4 more extensive than the Flanders experiment.
A number of interIng new things turned up. One was the close
relationship betvoe.:q1 the pattern of comments of the teacher and of
the members. Consider a teacher who is concerned with the students
and their welfare, with problem structuring and reality orientation. In
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a group led by such a person, the members reflect that kind of approach.
too But to a teacher whose devices are self=justifying and critical, the
group responds in kind. The patterns of leader and group were almost
identical. The teacher, himself, in somo way sets the expectations and
gives the cues. This is interesting because only the teacher had been
selected as being different, 8o far as we know the groups were random
in initial tendencies.

The task of these six groups was to study anecdotal records of chil-
dren. There was much more hostility expressed toward the subjects of
the ease studies in the groups led by the teacher-centered teachers.
Under the learner-centered teachers there were many more instances of
using facts to back an argument. There were many -now insUp of
insightsflashes. There was much more effort to : elate wliat canc. ,?eIson
said to what was in a book or to what another person said,

Teachable Classes for Teachers
now do we learn to take a,7eount of the factnfs that influence the

classroom situation? It is very difficult to change a teacher. But there is
one thing we could do for teachers that might improve instruction trey=
mendonsly without making any further demand on them at all. That is
to give them classes they can teachteachable classes. Suppose the
teacher could feel that the class in front of him was understanding, en-
thusiastic, and could respond to his demands in acceptable ways. Suppose
we could give teachers classes like that. It might bring about a consider-
able imp7ovement in education.

Currently we are conducting an experiment in which each of 15
teachers is teaching two classes. One of the classes was composed for
the teacher on an experimental basis while the other class was given to
the teacher by the usual administrative routine. We are studying these
classes fe,- a year to see whether our way of composing classes makes
any difference in the learning of children and the management problems.
There are several bases on -which we could have composed the classes.
I have already indicated that ability grouping is questionable. Each
teacher was asked to select from the previous year's classes de pupils
for whom his work was meaningfulthe ones who got a lot out of class.
(This doesn't mean that they were necessarily the highest achievers.)
Then they identified the pupils who had learned nothing or little. Each
of these 15 teachers gave us anywhere from 10 to 20 students classified
in these ways.

We tested these students with a three-hour test battery haying 450
items. Each item had an average of four responses, making 1800 specific
responses. Of these 1800 responses, which ones were s' -nificantly differ-
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ent fur tl ie 1.-110 VOt a 10t oi ' . of class as complred with those who
not little? On the basis of these item counts, we made a key using items
that discri:ninated betv.-cen the two rts of students selected by the
teacher, We ran the papers throwrh an electric scoring machine and
picked out the top [3(1 pupils in the gronp available f-a- a particular
teacher. Thus wc !1.11:0 One 11 teaC'ller SttRICIThi like those she picked out as
the pnpils having good experience with her in her class.

We asked the teacliers xvlicther there are any differences between
their experimental and control classes. One teacher said there is no differ-
ence, none at all. Another teacher discovered that all Nit two of his
experimental pupils llitye higher IQs tl-Kin anybody in the control group.
(We had not looked at IQ's.) Aimther teacher reported that the experi-
mental class is a hetter class, but the range of lc -Fs is much bigger than in
las control class,

lii,ght now we are busy just looking and seeing yhat the differences
are. It looks as ti an igli 12 of the experimental classes zirc clearly superior
to the I 2 control classes. It has taken 3 months for the superioritics to
develop,

I would like to make a suggestion for a research study, In March, let
I s start zi period of oh,orvation for two weeks, during which each
teacher tries to identify students who get 'most and least from his or
her classes. Then, let us get each teacher together with other teachers who
know the smile pupils and have diem speculate about the difference
between the students who Miss Jones says got most and least. Let the
teachers, throiroli a ease conference, try to define what seem to he the
differences between these types. They could then send the clevription to
the teachers in the grade below, and say, -You've got the students Miss
Jones is going to have next year. Please pick out the students who are
like the image of the pupils who ought to go to Miss Jones. Also, pick out
those you think best fit this picture of the pupils Mr. Brown ought to have
Let the teachers in the grade below do this, and then see if we can com-
pose classes on this basis. I think it is possible we would have butter
eLo;ses this way. It uses the reactions of people who know the pupils,
they are checking their judgments with each other, and they are doing a
professionzil job of really looking at pupils. May I conclude b St iting that
if we had classes like this, that are really teachable, we would be doing
a great deal more than at present to develop uniqueness in the individual.



Th ring

The Learner a the Classroom roup

iioNALn Ln.rirr-r

What are some of the problems and some of the tentialities
involved in the relationship between the individual learner and the
classroom group? Several of our current classroom research projects have
convinced Inc that this is a very practical curriculum research issue. At
the sam:, time consideration of this question offers an opportimitv for

si:rnificant contributions to the general theory of education and
to the basic disciplines of sociology and social psycolog . Let its con-
sider the following questions:

I, What is the situ ition that the pupil faces in d_ eloping and using,
unique personal resources, and at the same time
as a good member of strong cohesive groury;?

2. What arc some of the problem solving patterns that individuals
and groups adopt in coping with this problem situation of the relation-
ship between the individual and the group?

3. How real is it to talk about a classroom group as having strong
effects on the individnal child's motivation rind ability to learn? How real
is this notion of a classroom group, of a peer culture group, as one having
strong influences on the pupil's performance as a learner?

-4. \\That seem to be sonic of the most important classroom conditions
promoting a healthy pattern of relationship between individuality (and
the development of individuality ) and group cohesiveness?

learning to function
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What do these conditiow.,r 'CM to imply f ra Hee [Jul:

teacher orient ation?
G. What seems to (Ill I-L! t5 !-0.)/110 ( the kt "s; isNIIes r t PI

curriculum development in this area of inquirv.
t. l'i're Situation of the bath-Wiwi awl the Group
Startiwr ti' ith the first citicstion, what st'cill to he some cif the basic

issues of the situation of relationslnp between the individual and .!'r() ip?
Let ine mention briefly. as examples, three different points of view toward
tfw (1ih'iiliiiti

a. There is a gr body of evidence that coliesi-e ronps oNert
ire and pervaNive teTiet's on the opinions, the values :111(1 motiva-

ions, the 1-)el-ize, an- pattern and the Nelf=concept ions of the members of
the gToupAnd, sat : this point of view, this is alarming because im-
portant individual diflerences in CitpaCity Mid I"( 'NOI 1 Fueru 11 I 1 eNS are beinl,
ore\ ented from development and from actualization. This point ot view
holds that children an' growing up in the same mold" that adults are
more inch more conformists, Individuals .ire in robbed of their birth-
right and democracy is Ticing robbed of its human resources,

ii. There also a vrowiwr body of evidence that individuals are
teirihly in need of the fiecdom frInn what Adam Curle calls the neurotic
anxiety of isolation from fellow men, At all a,rre levels we need and
depend on the acceptance of, the inclusion in, rrietnimTrful and stroll!
groups. The pathological state of alienation or of nonbelongin!", as de-
scribed by Durkheim and others, is essentially an analysis of the sickness
of nonmembership, of noninclusion in string, meaningfril groups.

c-k third concern, expressed liv many in our society today. is tl
there is too little viu,orems ti( tion stron,!, gronps in the intereSiN of com-
munity development, of national welfare, and of international collabora=
Hon. Nfore arid stronger groups arc needed, more integrated groups,
groups with grea tcr commonness of purpose and discipline of member-
ship in the devotion of energy to action.

These, then, present three rather contrasting points of view. Various
value-laden phrases have been attached to them like groupism and con-
formism, on the one hand, and anomie, noninvolvement, bcatnikia, on the
other hand. All of these concerns seem to make important sense: the
need for StrOTTCT 1.101-SIMS, the nerd for wide individual hut also
the need for strong groups that command loyalty and energy of com-
mitted members.

Let us take a slightly different look at this same dilemma, or what ap-
pears to he a dilemma. Babies are born with a wide variety of basic differ-
ences. Some of the differences are clustered in two packages called male
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'n.1 female. 'Fherc is exciting current research on dilICIVIICOS in skin sensi-
tivity of girl babies and the relationship of this to Letting a greater fee( -

back ri-mn the nurthratico ilia cu,..ronmimt, and of !,r(,atcr activity 4111

the part of hay babies in gctting into more contact with their environment
niore rapidly. 'Hien' is a (rreat variety of sex differences in activity.
passivity, alertness and placidness. Also. almost immediately, the youina
I oys and girls are treated differentiv, vhich is a pi ocess of creating more
differences. Then maturation unfolds more differences. But the various
socialization groups in society mobilize rather rapidly.

'flur fnii I lv. tin-- schools, Other ligeneles have various ills of vhat
a !,--ood your one is, that at good learner is. We have identified some
seven different socialization 1-ianels in most communities that have vested
interests in socializing the Young to make them good sons. good first
g-raders, good college entrance risks: and so on. At the same time that
the child is growing to more on his own, to develop his own ideas, to
Ilse some of his unique conceptions of what and how to do it, he is being,
vigorously inducted int0 iiore groups with expectations of loyalty, re-
quirements to do what others are doing and to be a good participating
member.

Another fact is that lie is a member of several different groups
that require multiple loyziltv and often Ti aye competing. and conflietin!T
expectations fc-ir him and for what he should believe. So, partly con-
scionslv and partly unconsciously, the child (like all the rest of us) is in a
triple situation most of the hours of each day. He is in the situation of
direct involvement in a face-to-face group of two or more of the moment,
but also involved in several other non-present but psychologically potent
groups. And third, each pupil is involver in a loyalty to his own identitv .

to the continuity and the growth and the protection of the self.
Step hack for just a moment and think of this from the point of view

of the groups to which the individual belongs, All groups arc continuallv
faced with members who are willing and able to give limited commitment
and energy to the purposes and projects of that particular group in their
personal distribution of time and energy. So there is, from the point of
view of the group, very often considerable frustration about the limited
commitment and energy available for the purposes and goals of the par-
ticular group.

Then there is the problem for the group that these members with
so many different backgrounds represent different individualistic patterns
deriving from the backgrounds of loyalty to other groups. So the group
is frustrated by the continual pressures toward deviancy that discourage
attempts to build and maintain a strong, effective group that will move
toward group purposes. The group is faced with issues just as the member
is faced with issues.
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2. Problem Solving Patterns
IAA us look first at some of the attempts at solotiou to the stresses

of the relationship between the person and a particular grolp. such as a
classroom group. The tenTtation for all of tis.. and certainly for young
children, is to find as simple and clear-cut a solution :ts possil de. We like
to find simple. meaningful NV411'S of reSOMI1U, wi' ire coping with.
One frequent \VaV Of Making the pr()bicin si 1111)1e NVI1011 faced with a con,
filet of personal inclinations and ,-2-roup expectations. is to say, am
right and they arc wrong." Making things into ritdits and wrongs or into
goods or bads, is one of the simple approaches to solu! ion "l don't !,o
ilong with them, I'Ve got my own way, I VZ-tble being different.- This
usually leads to isolation and rejection from the rest of the group. Usually
there is a loss of influence on the Liroup, the loss of potelitiality for chang--
ng th ways of the group and for helping determine the kinds of thirigL;

it will do and become. From the point of view of the individual we may
call this the simple independency solution.

Another kind of solution is to say, "Tin' group's right and rin wrong.
After all, who am I? I'm just one person; all of them must feel differently,-
We can refer to this type of personal assumption as a ease of pluralistic
ignorance.

'We found. for instance, in workrtyr Y.'ith college fraternities on
the question of admission of Negroes. Orientals, and Jews, that a majority
of the men in all but one of the 30 houses were in favor of a change
toward a more liberal practice. But in each House a large majority
of the men believed that a great majority of the other fellows were in
favor of the prc!lent practices. This was not defensiveness. These things
were never talked uhout5 were never communicated about hecatisc each
individual, seeing Jrnself in the minority, never raised the question of
his position or belief because he assumed this would he sticking out his
neck. Therefore, what the sociologists have called pluralistic Ignorance
maintained itself. A frequent way of coping with the conflict situation is
to say, The must be right because there are more of them Ill go along
with whatever cities I get about what's wanted because there's a right
and a wrong here and I must be wrong." This we might call the simple
tic-pendency solution.

There is a third posture which appears quite often in this conflict
situation. Rather than giving all the weight to the self or all the weight
to the group the individual says, "Oh goodness; here's a (201111id 1)11 caught
in. I don't know what to do, the struggle's not worth it, withdraw and
become passive." This means to drop out of the group because of the
strain between feelings of personal interest and of what seems to be
wanted by the others, by the leader, by the program, or by the teacher.
I know many children who have psychologically dropped out of the
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LiT1L; air'). The\ are illcre physically but they have taken the
itharote,i/

All three if these attitudes 11-0 simple kinds ,)t dutns. p,:veholon-i-
cally. and I think we wmild w,.4-ree they arc relatively mdiealtliv ones to
adopt as A posture throughout one's group life. There are more compli-
clued solutions in which the individual assumes and the group also
assumes that there must he inicrdeprndonf r het \\ (All the welfare of the
gTotip and the welfare of the member, with mutual accept lice of the
definition of responsibility and freedom. This we might eall the inter--
dr/4mb ytt suittt ion. We will be coming back to it: it raises some (inestions
about how far does ono go as a group in compromising Nvith deviant
inembers how far does one go as an individual in eompruncisino with a
stress Oil ones identity coritimilt1,%

lAct us turn to the other basic situation. The one we have been con-
Siderilw iS the relationship between the individual and the group. Let us
look now at the situation of loyalty to several groups simultaneously:
This is a fact of life for all members of the classroom. 1 here is a loyalty
CCnflict between the expectations (if two Or n-iorc memberships; for
eNample, 'what mother wants, what friends want, and %-hat teacher wants.
What are sonic of the Nik.'.11,s in which we try to cope with this?

One waV is to close our eves and say, -Well there's really no conflict.
i'll do what the present group expects. ft is the one I'm in right now
flicl it's rcqdly okay with everybody:" One might call this tIn denial
solution There is denial of conflict of interests or conflict of loyalty.
One compartmentalizes effectively the relation, the ex.pectation and
standards of this group and that group; and switches from one to the
other as one switches situations, always helping oneself to believe that
the thing that is wanted right now is generally okay.

Then, there is a second posture which says one group is right and
the other groups are wrong. As he goes from group situation to situation,
the individual is waisted in his behavior by his most potent reference
group, the one he has chosen to be his major guiding group. it may 1w a
referenCe group of peers, his gang, his best friend, or he may he guided
by ;a strong basic loyalty relationship to p;arerxts. All others are wrong.
-111 give ins energy iirtd obedience to one and let this guide me through
the dilemma of interaction with others." This orientation has many
problems We have seen the adult-oriented children having difficulty
relating to peer groups. We have all seen the opposite, that of peer
group-oriented pupils having difficulty relating to teachers imd being at
odds with adult expectations, We might call this the dominant guide
solution as the way of making loyalty problems a bit easier, We find this
frequently as we study cross cultural contact between visitors from
another culture in this country or of Americans abroad.



Then. is a third posture that says, I ICY Willa din rent tliiti< s sta tO
11ck Wall -6(411 of tilcil]. IliS l I ' lilt IluuliSt`. 1 11 1/ ilidcpcildt,'Ilt 01
them both ;tr1{1 do what I please." You ini!rlit call this the non-ini-()/1-,-/rrit
volution, getting out of the entanglements and coliunitinelits (if stable
loyalties Much of the psychological analysis of the lwatink posture has
lwen around this .kind of meaning,

As in the interdependency solution previously iitc.iitione d. there is
more complex approach, which might he labeled as creatirc arc/ring/ or
ercaacc con )riniey sobition. In this approach the individual becomes all
energy excrtam, influence on one !rump in terms taf the wisdom leannql
from another. lie is exploring the coneepl tl t an idea or as value
good in one group it Might be relevant and appropriate some place else.
ThiS responsibility to try to influence =1.1c groups that one is in
rather than to accept passively the discrepancies that exist in their in-
fluence on Me as a person. \Ve will return to this problem of creative
conformity, but let us turn for just a moment from the individual's Broil=
kin and viewpoint to the outlook of the group. Let IS look at the world
through the eves of ,i_vroups confronted with tin., fact that all members;
such as pupils in a classroom, art, wily partially involved in this partieul:ir
group and often are deviant in their inclinations because of their self--
interests and their other group 1.ovalties. The particular tr,roop says, with
as much vigor as it eau, "They, the members, owe loyalty, \\ e have a right

require it. The group exists for their welfare." One kind of solution to
threat of partial loyalty, front the point of view of the < ,rotip is to

(_eyelop strong conformity demands, loyalty tests, leadership ' trc ngth,
We might call this a leader centered or a group authority cent sidn=

The group comes first.
Other groups have a different solution. The group says in essence,

"Well, maybe our only purpose in existence as a group is to facilitate
people going their own wily. Mziyhe we should not get involved in the
pain of pushing for any group demands and goals. Let's just take it easy.
This you will recognize os a permisive or an anarchic solution.

There is a more difficult and as more disciplined solution from the
Iitiirit of view of the group; a solution which recognizes that there is as

legitimate and necessary balance 'between group welfare and indisidual
autonomy welfare. This requires some sacrifices of both personal au-
tonomy anC1 grOnp Sovereignty, lint rt.ally provides basically more sup,
port for personal frrowth and for grmlp tiwn Nfm1(1 pnNsiblie
by giving the .veight to one's individuality as the central A..altie or to
group welfare as the central value. This Is the basic gist of the notion if as

democratic solution with a stress: on the interdependence of the rights
of the individual and of the group.

The foregoing is a brief analysis of healthy and unhealthy patterns
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of resolution of the stress between personal independeneo inelinati,)/v.z
and group conformity expectations. 'We have been inakiirj the assumption
that the child experiences in the classroom u reality of (ale or more
strong group loyalties, rather than merely a dyadic relationship between
a teacher and a child. Let its stop and challenge that 1w considering the
third major question.

3. How "Real" Is the Classroom as a Group?
There are clear data beginning with the kindergarten, about the

rapidity with which a peer social structure of rather stable interpersonal
evaluations between children develops in the classroom. For example,
measures of interpersonal status Were made in kindergarten through
sixth grade in -September and in Nlay. The questions included a measure
of. -Who is able to get me to do what lie wants Me to do?" and, "Who is
not able to influence ine?- (a power status measure). Another measure
was made of positive and negative acceptance ( emotional status measure ),
A third measure was "Who is good at doing the things that we d() in this
classroom?" ( expert statns). The correlations from September to May
averaged above .70 for kindergarten, _first and second !II-ado, and above
.80 for upper elementary. The child clearly creates a stable social
structure of status positions. Not only that, lint the children have a
high consensus about who is at the Lop and who is at the bottom of the
totem pole. There is also considerable haloing of high and low positions
on different dimensions of evaluation. If we see him as high status on
one quality, then we say be is high on the others also. This is not
necessarily objectively valid in terms of the resourcefulness of the indi-
viduals. but it does exist as a barrier to flexibility of opportunity for
recognition and leadership in the group.

There are group variations from classroom to classroom, from age to
age, and also from social class to social class as to the basis of evaluation
of expertness or of high power, For example, there are changes in the
amount of weight given to physical resourcefulness as an clement in
SOLI Li power. It changes greatly from class to chtss and age to -tge. There
is a difference in weight given to Intellectual resourcefulness as a major
determinant of what is seen as expertness in the classroom. There are also
variations in how painful it is to be at the bottom of a classroom group.
Some children who are at the bottom of the classroom social structure
Still may have as much as 15 or 20 percent success in their influence
attempts with other chile-en, In other classrooms they may have only
two or three percent success. There is also a difference in the high power
members as to the extent to which they will distribute social control.--In
some classes those at the top rnay show an SO pet-cent rejection of influence
attempts addressed to them. Other child leaders may show only a 30 or
40 percent rejection. So there are great differences in the meaning and
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the behavior patterns of top and bottom. The top and bottom aiwuvs
exist and exist very :irmly and consistently. On the whole, teachers seem
eager not to know about it. Somehow- it seems threatening that children
are looking to each other for influence rather than just to the teacher.

What are some of the meanings of this peer social structure in the
classroom? Van F4:flute/Id has just finished tildv 1 on the extent to which
position in this social structure affects learning. He used a simple measure
of utilization of one's intellectual resources, the extent to which one's
achievement is highly discrepant with IQ. He coded children in terms of
over or tinder or ha/mired level utilization of intelligence; older being
those who have an achievement much below their IQ; over being those
with achievement Nveli above IQ. Then he matched children for IQ who
were in the bottom and top quartiles of the class in social acceptance by
their peers, or who were in the bottom and the top of their class in social
influence on their peers. He found that those who are in the lower quartile
of the class social structure are under=utilizers of their intellectual re-
sources as compared to those who are in the top quartile of the social
structure, with IQ held constant. He had an additional hypothesis that
girls would have their achievement more disrupted by being disliked than
boys would, and that boys would he more disrupted by having low power
status than girls would.

In another project we have been studying delinquent boys and
matched nondelinquents. These are boys who have serious records of
delinquency matched with other boys who have the same IQ, same
father's occupation, but who have never had any trouble. One of the most
meaningful differences is that the delinquents mneli more frequently
have a record of early failure experience in elementary school, and of hav-
ing become alienated from the adult socialization culture through failure
in the classroom group in relation to the teacher. Also, there is suggestive
evidence that children who had been having such failure experience in
school show an increase of stress at home in their relationships to parents
because of the failure experience in school. Achievement and social
relations appear to influence each other substantially.

4, Healthy Classroom Conditions 2
Let us turn to the fourth question. Here is a classroom made up of

individuals with various degrees of development of their individual
identity, and who have coped in various ways with the problem of
belonging. They may have adopted the defense of withdrawal from

1 Elmer Van Egmora Soda/ IntPrreiationship Skills and Effective Utilization of
Intelligence in the Classroom. Unpublished doctoral dissertation. Ann Arbor: The
University of Michigan, 1960.

Paper by Leland Bradford, The Class Group and Individual Learning," Na-
tional Training Laboratories. NEA, 1960.
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bulongingness n a classroom gionp, r they inav have ,tdopte,(1 the li Ili
dependency solution. At one and the same time. they are copin,,, with the
problem of multiple loyalty to a teacher-led group structure, to a peer-led
group structure, and to family membership. What are some of the im-
portant classroom conditions that seem to be basic in promoting a healthy
pattern of individualization of 1 riling and of functioning within a strong,
organized classroom group? There has been little research on the forces
cm mating from the group supporting indis..idnality. Basically, tluve con-
ditions of group life must be teeomplished in a classroom through ic

initiative of teacher leadership in order to achieve the balanced obieettve
we are talking about.

The classroinn group. including the teacher, on 1st arrive by some proc-
esses at an articulate understanding and acceptance of the idea that one
of the essential group goals is to facilitate the learning Of all members.
This is a productivity objective of the group. A second condition is that
the classroom group must arrive at a re-evaluated understanding of the
fact of individual differences (in the resources, the backgrounds, the in-
terests, levels of development. the sex differences. the needs for help)
of the members of that group so that loyalty to the group learning goal
can lead to appropriate support and help of different individual patterns
of learning. If one asks children, "Nti'llo is different in this group or
classroon-1?- 90 percent of the responses will indicate a negative mean-
ing of difference. But when onc asks teachers, ono gets comparable
results. The third condition is that the teacher must aelrieye genuine
membership in the classroom group, a membership which means there
is a disi7ribution of function and of responsibility for helping with
learning. Another aspect of that condition is a free flow of feedback from
the child members to Lilo teacher about her playing of her specialized
role and guidance by them of her in playing that role.

What are some of the consequences that would derive from these
three orientations of a teacher? First, these orientations would make it
possible for a teacher to share with the rest of the classroom group this
question: What is there about our class that is keeping some of us from
learning more, and what can we do to improve the situation? This must
become a question which the group works on

Second, the competitive :0_ tn.'dc fr.i=ugs about position in the
group on the part of children, competence anxiety by boys, acceptance
and inclusion anxiety by girls, would begin to be replaced by active
caring by and for members of the group. Also there would be freedom
to seek help from the teacher and from fellow students without fear of
violating group norms or of losing position in a status structure. A third
consequence would be that students could begin to explore and to
appreciate with psychological safety some of the facts of differences
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tifloiI themselves. For example. some of our teacher,; ork ith what
they call the surprise package. The activity is one in \Ouch children are
paired by random numbers aml the two then interview each other. They
discover some thiwTs they can tell the others about. saeli as the surprise
parkag,e aspects of the person they have just talked to. Some classrooms
have interest in surprise p4icka,,re notebooks they keep. additi z. thin
they discover about individual differtmees in backgrounds and ex-
periences of the members of the group. Classroom gr(mps can helin to
explore the meaning of se differences in terms of the different kinds ()I
resources.. of the meanings for boys of the Iact Indtlird v. (4
Verbal facility for girls, of the achievement reward boys Zet for initiatIO11
il aCii01). and S01110 Of the Meal-lit-1(4S of diffelences bli Okikide IneiliberShip

SOkireeS of the different members of the group. A fourth condition that
.yould flow from the three basic orientations, would lie that teacher time
and energy would become devoted more actively in the or!ranization of
challenging learning opportimities rather than to the issues of motivation
and control. Fifth, the teacher could devote thne to the development and
the utilization of student manpower resources for helping each other. In
one of our experiments we had training courses for the high pOWered
Voungsters on how to recognize the needs for inclusion, feeliTligS of being
left ont, and kinds of initiative that can be taken as responsible member-
ship by those who have power. We found tremendous eagerness for
responsibility-taking of these unused. unchallenp-ed resources.

What are some of the implications for teacher orientations and
practices of some of these? This is the fifth question.

5. Teacher Practices
\i/hat kinds of conditions seem to be necessary if a group is really to

support and encourage individuality? First of all. there would he a basic
shift on the part of the teacher from primarily a teacher-pupil pair
orientation to a teacher-group relationship in which the responsibility
and concern of the peer group is just as much for effective teacher-group
relationship as it is for pupil-pupil relationship. Another of the implica-
tions is that there should be a great inerc t.sc in the teacher's kjhiz in
training children for membership and leadership roles in the group. Only
when this is done can the class group really produce more individual
learning. This is primarily a Li iss productivity problem, the producing of
individuality of learning experiences. Third, one of the challenges for
teachers is the development of skills in procedural inventions to facilitate
individualization of learning. This is the area of division of labor, the
development of helping teams, of tutorial pairs. the use of resource
persons, and the development of materials. Many places are rethinking the
age-graded organizition of school life. Many of the best lez-irninp- op-
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portunities are those in which older children c old be getting much of
theft growth and excitement out of helping younger children to learn, as
well as helping those of different developmental levels within the same
group. A fourth kind of teacher practice is the development by teachr-s
of feedback skills that give supported guidance to children rather than
destructive failure experiences. This has been worked on a great deal
in educationhow to give feedback about level of accomplishment, or
level of sticeess. The major problem is that this has been primarily a
teacher-pupil pair relationship which is continuously offset by the peer
culture, And fifth, teachers can become aware of the differences between
the processes by which cognitive content information is transmitted and
learned and the process by which values are taught and learned. To a
high degree we are still teaching nhotrt values, like respect for individual
differences, rather than making the learning of these values possible.

6. Key Issues Of Approach to Rosearch
What about implications for developmental research? Certain ap-

proaches to research seem to be challenging. For example, the possi-
bility of collaboration in research by high school student teams is a promis-
ing development. We baud in our preparation for the White House
Conference in Michigan 15,000 lay citizens involved in collecting data.
There was a teen-age coordinator of research as well as an adult co-
ordinator. The teen-agers were involved in collecting data from peer
questionnaires. There was great enthusiasm and a high level of responsi-
bility, although we did a very inadequate job of training youth for
participation compared with what we should have done. Students could
do a great deal to explore to what extent there is pluralistic ignorance
about students' taking schoolwork more seriously. With training and
supervision, students could do a much better job of collecting sonic of
the data on the way in which children experience inconsistency between
expectations of the school and the home. We have had quite a hit of
experience now with training junior high and senior high students in
skills such its using interviewing schedules: They can do a mature job.
It is a great challenge to students to learn and to use scientific methods.

Another direction is that of creating operational research committees
among the faculty members. An operational research committee has to
have several kinds of support: Such a committee has to have some initial
consultation on formulating designs, and in the development of data
collecting instruments. At a later stage, the committee needs to have
available a research assistant to help in the processing of data: Several
high school students could be good research assistants in many cases.
Doing research within a classroom would have both instructional value
and research value. I know of two or three situations in which classrooms
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have a rotating responsibility for fee( back teams, which review the
questionnaire that is used at the end of each class period. 13ata are
collected on the extent to which the students felt restraint against par-
tieipation,, or had feelings of unclaritv about communication that was
goirnif on. Here we tend to T 1S(' the \MR1 inquiry lather than rcNcarch
because research sometimes gets to be a rather thriPatCrliT1V, image.

There are two or three situations in which school systems have be=
come continuing research facilitic-; for zt. universitv=based train. This
pattern is relatively slow in developing in education.: as compared with
indnstm Quite a number of industries now !hive a continuing relationship
with a university team.

We are collaborating with a significant community committee in
which the continuing program is on socialL HL.a..on of youth with particular
emphasis on outstanding youths and delinquents: These roc notions of
research patterns which can be applied to the research topics and issues
that are important to you. We have a great challenge in the area of
collaborative research to utilize t lc skills possessed by the large

m
propor-

tiontion of mature members of the cliltfi and youth eulturc%
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arid L07Irfling

A Tentative Description of the Crea ve Individual

CALVIN TAILOR

Recently a researcher in education Nyrote that -if anything is needed
in our educational system, it is a way to speed up the application of
research findings to educational procedures." We all have some responsi-
bility in this area. Some of us who have been doing basic research must
communicate our findings and our suggested new leads while those in
education, in my opinion, have a responsibility for testing out these
findings in their setting and incorporating into their system those that
prove to be relevant and effective.2 At best I feel only partly adequate in
my attempt to transmit some of the many ideas and findings that have
emerged from research on creativity to date.

In treating the topic of creativity, I would rather err by exaggerating
differences and unsolved problems and by stirring thought and counter-
actions than by debunking these problems and differences. My approach
will be more to stir research and thinking than to attempt prematurely to
find perfect stance and to make perfect statements in this relatively
.oung scientific field.

This paper is a revise,j verxion oF a report en at the Second Minneiot :i
Confcrence on CifLiA Children held at the thiivers ity of Minnwicita in October 1959

111 Utiiii, ungail:rd in a rewarc+ ,r')iert with support from the U. S:
Office of Education in which we art- som,11;dg for a7d assembling reievant rimenrc is
Hurling' from psychology and other liP1J it have implications for education
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Several Types of Gifted
In order to stir such thinking I have recently been stating to others

that they may want to seek the gifted, but I am interested in seeking the
creative. Then I indicate that the Nvo r (1 -gifted- typically used is closely
tied to the current intelligence tests, but that 1 will be using quite different
tests in a search for the creative. The word gifted has also been tied to
high academic performance in school-like activities, not often very
creative in nature. The implication is that there may he essentially two
different worlds, the academie world with its current school,like
and an almost different world tin the job calling for creative activities
as well as other activities which may not involve very much the nature
of the activities in school.

Actually the reader may already he using this recently adopted
approach, and may be expanding his concept of gifted to include
creativity. This expanding of the meaning of the word "gifted," usually
emerges quite rapidly, as a counteraction to an attempt to make a sharp
distinction between the gifted and the creative. However, some points
should be made by contrasting intelligence, as measured lw the traditional
type of IQ tests, with creative talent. The traditional intelligence tests
cover only a very few of the large number of dimen,;ions of the mind
that wo have been discovering to date. Consequently,- there may be-
several other types of intellectually gifted than the IQ type, even though
the IQ type may be closely tied to our epri.ent academic activities and to
the grades that measure success in our present academic world,

I will focus on the creative type of gifted rather than on the IQ
type. My current thought is that there may be not only several different
types of creativity, but also several other types of gifted, relatively sepa
rate from the IC) type and the creative types. Some of these other types
may be planning, evaluation or decision making, and communication
types. Before focusing on creative types of gifted, let us comment on the
total field of high level talent.

Certain Concepts May Deter Future Progress
A friend once said that we wonld make further progress in a par-

ticular area when we became sufficiently dissatisfied with the shorteom
ing,s of the current categories in that r.roa, even though the categories had
served valuable purposes up to that lime, in considering giftechiess, We
may now need to recognize the difficulties in many of the current cate-
gories and concepts that have quite wide usage in order to make better
progress. For example, with the discovery of 50 or more dimensions of
the mind, only a handful of which are currently included in our IQ



tests. we find it difficult to refer to these other 40 or so dimensions in
customary terms. filer arc Tint a part of intelligence ( as traditionally
measured) though they are intellectual activities. Consequently, NVe could
describe these many other important dimensions of the mind as non-
intellir.ener intelleetual activities. Undoubtedly you will admit that this
is a clumsy and confusing type of statement. This statement illustrates
our difficult :edicament in trying to communicate many new research
Endings the complexity of the mind.

Another example of the limitations of current terminology is that
we now might say that a certain person does not particularly have high
intelligence even though he does have a certain special ability, such as
merely the special ability to do scientific research, or the special ability
to he creative in on or more fields such as composing new music, or the
special ability to pioneer new ventures, or the special ability to emerge
as a leading executive in our world of work. The reader can readily see
that I am not particularly fond of the current, almost completely pre-
eminent position of the initial set of dimensions of the mind which have
formed our concept of intelligence.

I do not like to see other really parallel things actually relegated to
an implied lesser category called -special abilities." Instead, I have often
felt that the human characteristics that we are able to measure first are
not necessarily the mosrimporrant aharactericties. Some of the remaining
characteristics which have been postponed for later measurement may
often be extremely important characteristics. We have just not known
how to measure them earlier.

It is highly inconsistent to conceive of the mind as being represented
by a single score or even by only a handful of scores or dimensions that
are present in our current intelligence tests: The brain which underlies
the mind is far, far too complex to hope that all of its intellectual
can be represented 1w only a single score or by only a handful of di-
mensions: In fact, it might be considered an insult to the bra" and human
mind to continue to do so. Consequently. I would !ike to see these other
dimensions receive parallel treatment to the first set of dimensions that
we have combined (in many different combinations, incidentally to form
our current intelligence tests.

For a long time I have similarly been trotibld about the readiness
with which some persons conclude that everything in an activity that is
not measured by our current intelligence tests is therefore nonintellectual
in nature. Tee many new and potentially important intellectual factors
have now emerged for this type of reasoning to be tolerated any longer.

Another concept that I would like to mention is the one of over-
achievement-undcrachicvernent. This concept is frequently tied to our cur-
rent intelligence testing and it undoubtedly has some real merits. Hut
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when carried tn an extreme it stwgests that something is wrong with a
student when he is located some distance either below or above his pre=
dicted score and that some appropriate corrective steps should be taken. IR
an eXtrelue form, this thinking and action soggest an mnioriving
even a (1,ep conviction. that the particular test score should truly be an
almost perfect predictor of success Tlie action often taken has the implica-
tion that this score contains all the necessary ingredients within it: This ap-
proach wonld lead to the ultimate revision of both our academic md
counseling program to make the nature of school anti of success in school
more highly parallel to the activities measured in our intelligence tests.
I. for one, do not bclieee that changes in the nature of school programs
should follow this guideline.

Let us alternately consider a group called the academically gifted. It
is quite true that some of our most successful predictions have been made
by predicting success in college from measures of success in high school.
Such predictions usually apply quite NMI across several Years of college
work. To me it seems possible that these predictions may work too well
and too long. In other words, one possible conclusion from such relation-
ships is that college work is very winch like high school work and perhaps
resembles school far too much. My preference would be to try to
make high school more like graduate school rather than vice versa.

In this regard a recent study by Guilford and Allen seems relevant:
They selected some 28 dimensions of the mind which they felt were rele-
vant to success on the job in the physical sciences. Then they prepared
plain English descriptions and also a sample item of a hest test for each
of these 28 intellectual characteristics. A sizable number of scientists on
the job were interviewed by Allen, after which he asked them to arrange
these 28 characteristics in terms of importance on their job. The 28 char-
Leteristies were arranged in rank order according to their judged impor-
tance by the total group of scientists. Traditional intelligence tests have
included about 5 or 6 of these characteristics, such as general reasoning,
vocabulary ability, number ability, memory for ideas, ability to visualize
spatially, and perhaps perceptual speed. All but one of these traditional
intelligence factors ranket+ below 20th in the list. In other words, 19 of
the 20 intellectual characteristics ranking at the top on the job in science
were nonintelligence intellectual characteristics. Sonic examples are in-
tdiectual flexibilities, fluencies, originality, penetration, redefinition abil-
ity, sensitivity to problems, etc.

This finding suggests that the nature of our educational program, at
least in suivneo as well as the nature of our measures of success in saool
should move in the direction of more emphasis on these abilities. Ind=
dentallv, as one moves further through school one finds that the predic-
tive value, especially of the vocabulary part of intelligence tests tends to
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decrease. Some will say, -Well, that is because of the criterion problem,
the measure-of-success problem." You will find, howeN.,er, !-hat the nature
of the task is changing to some degree away from the characteristics in
intelligence tests. as von get into graduate school and particularly as von
get on the job. This trend also suggests that we should be seriously con-
cerned with searching for other kinds of high level talent, other kinds of
gifted. in addition to the current academically gifted or the current IQ
type of gifted.

There have been two studies in the field of science on relatively large
samples which have shown that the total undergraduate grade point aver-
age in college correlated zero with over-all ratings of sneer -Ts on the job
in large research organizations in our nation. In one of these studies some
people were placed on the job even though their total grade point average
had been less than -C" ( they had been granted a degree with this aver-
age). Those with low grades had succeeded on the job with some being
found at each rated level of success. The top grade-getters likewise spread
out across all levels of success on the job. Although there are other studies
with smaller samples that have yielded somewhat more positive findings
along this line, it is suggested that we seriously consider some modifica
tiotis in our academic program in view of these results. Then other di-
mensions of the mind which arc important in certain work on the job will
no longer be largely ignore in our school-like activities in which pre-
sumably we are trying to develop the mind. At least this would be one
new approach in education.

We have finished a first large project on our campus on a study of
human communication abilities as required frequently on the lob in large
organizations. Though these communication abilities tests might he classi-
fied 1w some prisons as nonintellectual in nature, we feel that practically
all of them have a high degree of intellectual features. For example, the
ability to sense that something is wrong with a communication, then to
raise effective questions about what is wrong, and to get answers to the
questions are all activities that could be called intellectual in nature,

Our sample of college students found these communication activities
to be very challenging and highly interesting. They stated that they had
rarely been asked before to do anything like th:_ nature of most of these
activities. In fact they called them parlor games. We think that their
main motivation for returning on three successive Saturdays (in spring
weather ) was t( find out abtalt the nature of the remaining tests. From this
testing experience we again conclude that there are many important in-
telluctnal activities in the NVUlid of work for which our current students
are nut receiving any particular training or experience. Perhaps one reason
N.VI1V (Mr society clods not give Very much moral and tangible pport to
education is that persons leave the academic world and find, to some de-
6



grey at least. that characteristics in which they are Iii!jhlY trained are not
called for as much as they expected they NVOi ild 1).' in the world of work.
Contrarily, other int( Ileetual characteristics in wriich they have had little
experience and training may be some of the more crucal characteristics
that determine success in their part of dice world of york.

In our tighten in!, manpower predicament it NI" i 11 lie advantageous to
find that there are several different tvpcs of high level talent and that a
somowhat different sot of persons emerge in successive groups as we seek
different types of high level talent. This prospect is very heartening. NNTe
are properly concerned about the percentage loss of high IC) students
across the various levels of our total educational system. \V should sim-
ilarly be concerned about the loss of other types of high level talent. \Ve
have strong, reason to believe that the loss of those with high creative
ability is greater than the loss of the highly intelligent and may even
exceed the drop-out rate for students in general.

It may be that more rapid progress vill lie obtained in a complex area.
such as comnumleation abilities or ereativn abilities, by admitting early
that the area is highly complex and by taking a stand that things are
really different until demonstrated otherwise. If the initial package is
highly complex, then researchers, as well as users and the public at large.
might be more enthusiastic in seeking simpler approaches than those
initially offered. 'Tice other extreme approach is to give an initial impression
to the consumers and public that an area is much simpler than it actually
is, as has been clone in the case of representing intelligence by a single
score. In this latter approach (in contrast to the former one) there might
be considerable reit/dance and rrsistanco to move toward the middle
ground of moderate complexity from this initial ground of extreme sim-
plicity. My best guess is that we will have more support to make rapid
progress by initially viewing the field of creativity as highly complex than
by starting at the other oversimplified extreme.

Creative Talent Not Measured Well by IQ Tests
For those who have the idea that IQ tests measure creative talent

with at least some degree of validity, I would like to cite a few results.
In factor analysis studies by research workers across the country, the
factors which get at the al)ilitv to sense problem areas, to be flexible, and
to 'IN-Alice new and original ideas tend to be wire/Wed or to have only low
relations with the types of tests entering into (ii ii eumrreiit 1111%.1SIIFOR of in-
telligence. Getzols and Jackson, in the College of uu at the t Tni-
versity of Chicago, as well as Torrance, in the Bureau of Educational
Beseareh at Minim ta. have reported that 11 an IQ test is' used to select
top level talent, about 70 percent of the persons who have the highest 20



percent of the scores on .1 (_reativity test battery will be missed. Or, stated
otherwise, more cases with high creativity scores are missed than are
identified lw iisiIit an TO test to locate creative talent.

In our Utah c=onference reports on creativity there have been sev-
eral indications that creativity scores and IC? scores are essentially
unrelated or t least are only lowly 'related. The nature of traditional in-
telligence tests does not directly involve the ability to create new ideas
or things. Another bit of evidence on this point is that Chorness studied
civilian personnel in the Air Force who made suggestions in the organi-
zation which Nvcre officially accepted. lie obtained approximate 19 scores
on thorn and found that these stiggestors of good ideas were spread out
across the entire gamut of 19 scores found for civilian personnel.

Let us be flexible and toy for a moment with our present situation.
If a creativity index had been established first in our schools, we might
now bc putting forth the same type of arguments to make room to add an
intelligence type of index if it had been largely ignored to date. Lest the
reader misunderstand mv message, let me state that My viewpoint is
definitely for measurement of human beings as well as for research on
people.

MY attempt will be to open wide the problems in identifying creative
talent in science and in other fields rather than to give ally strong impres-
sion of closing up and vrapping up this field at the present time. This
may be a time more appropriate for divergent (expanding, elaborating)
thinking: with a variety of attempts, than for convergent (reducing, a.)-
stracting, shrinking, extracting) thinking with firm crystallization. Some
convergent thinking, sonic reduction attempts, can and should be occur-
ring, but any crystallization should certainly be considered as tentative at
the present time in this field: The ability to uncrystallize as further re-
search findings emerge is an important counterpart for any crystallization
process. As we consider creativity in individuals, we must never forget
that an unexpected idea that emerges from a student may be as good and
occasionally better than the more commonplace idea that we expected
from

I am pleased that there is a growing awaruness in the nation of the
importance of the topic., of creativity. I am deeply concerned about trying
to &peed up the rate of this growing awareness. As a result of correspond-
ence with persons from Belgium, II° Iland, France, Switzerland, and
Sweden, I am also cognizant of the similar progress being made in
European countries on this topic. You may be interested to know that the
National adome of Sciences in Poland is initiating a large study in the
universities of the creative talent of their students, especially in science.
In some respects our nation has had a lead in this vital research on cre-
ativity, but challenges may arise to close time gap on that lead, too:
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Early Identification,
Development, and Encouragement of Creativi

Our nation is currently spending several billion dollars on research
and development activities. With such a vast expenditure of money it
_seems obvious that at least a minute percentage of it should be channeled
into research on how to identify, develop and encourage those who will
be most fruitful in science if their research is supported. I doubt if more
than 2/1(X)0th of one percent of the nation's research and development
budget is currently being spent this way.

I am also aware that many of our present organizations and systems,
including the key people in them, are not necessarily encouraging
creativity. For example, in a study in our 19.9 conference report by
Frank Jex of the College of Education, University of Utah, a group of
high school science teachers in our region were tested with an "Ingenuity"
battery (which probably measures creativity more thin ingenuity) when
they came to our university for graduate study. Their ingenuity scores
were correlated with their principals or supervisors' ratings of their
over-all teaching ability made during the previous year. The correlation
was --,3& This result from one study suggests that the present lleatnic
system rnay be looking with some disfavor upon teachers who show
certain ingenuity and creativity characteristics. It may be possible that
these teachers are developing ingenuity traits in their students more
than other teachers are doing.

We all recognize that it would be to our advantage if we could
identify creative talent very early in life, However, th creative process
in its greatest degree is one of the highest, if not the highest, activity to
which man can aspire and is currently a relatively rare phenomenon.
Consequently, the prediction problem is difficult if we try to identify in
the very early ages those persons who, 15 or :30 years later, might be
the ones most likely to have a rare, high level creative pro,wss occur
within them. The difficulty of these early prediction attempts can be
further realized from the fact that society has often failed to recognize
creative products until a generation or two after the persons who created
them have lived. Even when creative persons are recognized, organiza-
tions in otir nation may reward them by making them supervisors and
by also increasing the number of essentially nonereative activities for
which they are responsible. Many of our present academic programs are
stressing noucreative activities so that the work habits which are being
developed are strongly ingrained and are valuable in accomplishing
noncreatiye things, Some of these successful persons may show real
resistance and perhaps emotional disturbance if relatively late in their
education, or any time 1AlterwiArds on the job, they are asked to he ere a=
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tive. They may resist this late change in the nature of the ball game-
even though they max, have high, though uncultivated potcritial to be
creative. Such conflicts might be a-voided if creativity training and en-
couragement had occurred much earlier or even throughout their entire
academic training.

On this issue we have heard from more than one source that there
is another degree beyond the academie Phi): degree. This is called the
on-the-job Ph.D. degree. We are told that three or four additional years
arc required for this degree, partly beeauso this amount of time is needed
to wear oil certain had effects in the academic doctorate and also to
develop new abilities required on the job. Those emerging comments
increase one's suspicions that there are not only important variables
missing in our searches for talent hut also many important high level
abilities being largely ignored in the education and development of
our children and youth.

Scientific knowledge about creative talent is in an early stage, but
some real progress has been madr-,!---the surface has unquestionably heen
scratched. Vile are currently at a stage where it can no longer be said
that research cannot be done on creative talent. in fact, there are cur-
rently too many leads to follow rather than ton few leads: There have
been a small number of studies to validate certain creativity tests (pre-
dictorsof creativity) and a few criterion studies to measure the degree
of creativeness in a contribution. Many other available tests have not
yet been validated to any degree and many new ideas have been pro-
posed for which tests have not vet been developed. Cross-validation
studies are largely missing to date as are parallel studies of creativity
across different fields of science and across nonscientific fields, except
for recent work by Lowenfeld. There are a few beginnings on how
different educational and training programs as well as different working
environments might modify our predictions of creativity. .Anything that
can be done to modify our educational programs and our environmental
conditions to increase the emergence of creative activity will reduce the
burden of identifying the creative individual. This last point cannot bo
overstressed:

Findings in the Three
Utah Research Conferences on Creativity

The following report is bai,,,d largely on our own research and on
research r. ,i rut Ild in the three University of Utah research confer/A-lees
on the Identification of Creative Scientific Talent. In each of these re-
search conferences held in 1955, 1957, and 1959, the steering committee
selected those participants throughout the nation who had done signifi-
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cant research and who the committee felt would make the best contribu-
tion to the conference topic: In total, there were , different nationally
selected participants in the three conferences who presented a total of
nearly 50 reports. These research papers covered various subareas of
creativity, such as criteria of creativity, predictors of creativity, education
and training of creativity, and working environments that affect creativity.

The emphasis has been on a broad approach to the identification cif

creative talent, somewhat in contrast to the identification of the so-ealled
gifted by means of a single measuring device such as an 19 score: Non-
intelli:rfenee intellectual characteristics as well as nonintellectual charaz:-
teristies are being stressed in the search for the creative individual. In
other words this treatment will include intellectual, motivational, bio-
graphical, sociometrie, and personality characteristics in trying to under-
stand the nature of creative talent and how to identify it. We (in our
study of Air Force scientists) and other researchers have been attempt-
ing to measure creative talent from any angle possible.

More studies on creative characteristics have been done on adults
than on children: There are now many challenging tasks of redesigning
the measuriw:t devices for adults, where necessary, so that they can be
used with children of all ages. As a result of his experiences in training
children in creative activities, Wilson of the Portland, Oregon, studies,
said that children would be eager to go to school if they found it all to
he as interesting as their experience in these creative activities. Torrance
also recently wrote that when he went in to as group of 4th graders re-
cently to test them further with creativity tests, -Ile received a thunderous
welcome. Not eve!) the coming of recess time dampened their motivation:
Instead they said that this is more fun than recess!" We had somewhat
similar favorable reactions from the young adults who took our com-
munication abilities tests.

Teachers who have tried to help students learn to generate im,1
express ideas of their own have often found lIew inspiration and riONN'
concepts for themselves, tcaii, in the process.

Cr_ erion Studies of Creativity
First, I would like to cite studies of creativity on the job. Sprecher was

interested in the novelty and the value of the ideas and other products
produced hy scientists as well as their work habits. He also was con-
cerned about differences in opportunity to be creative in their working
situation. I4acklen h aas indicted that the Space Agency attempts to
assess the creativeness of the contribution of scientists by determining
the extent of the area of science which each contribution underlies, so
that the more basic, a contribution the wide' i its effects. hisolin of our
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campus has suggested that the measure of a creative product should 1w
the extent to which it restructures our faiirerse of understandit'

In our criterion studies of scientists on their lobs, products as well
OS processes of people have been judged and over-all ratings of creativity
have been obtained using various types of measuring devices, We ana-
lyzed about 50 measures of different contributions of scientists. We
found 15 different dimensions of the contributions of scientists, at least
five of which involve some aspect that could he called creative. These
five were; over-all work output Najd' included patent rate creativity
rating by supervisors; creativity rating by lab monitor: originality in
written products including patents and suggestions; and organizational
awards (which were slightly negatively related to originalitv ratings
of research reports):

Group Aspects of Creativity
We discovered sonic unexpected but intriguing and meaningful re-

sults in our criterion study pertaining to working conditions for research-
ers in scientific laboratories. The number of published scientific articles
was negatively related to rating by supervisorq on cooperation and
flexibility, In other words, those who go the "extra mile- and publish
their completed research may pay a price of being judged uncooperative
and inffoxible by their supervisor. The second finding is the one which is
more directly concerned with creativity than with productivity. Those
who I-1; ,ye the fastest promotion rate lia\ e been credited with very few
official suggestions and rate themselves below the average ratiug in their
desire for discovery. Stated otherwise, for this one situation studied,
those with a strong desire for discovery, who also make good official
suggestions to the organization, .haye a be!ow average rate of promotion.

In seeking the creative, one may find some important leads 1w
look; ig somewhat away from instead of directly toward the target. Clues
for spotting creative talent may be obtained by watching the reactions
of others around 11 p d'I'T1. There is some support for this hunch from
the work at Minnesota. If some persons in a group iu excited, dis-
turbed or threatened; perhaps there is a creative person around whose
ideas and work are being at least vaguely sensed as threatening tile
present scheme of things. Some group behaviors may occur as an attempt
to eliminate or reduce this threat, such as by developing sanctions againg,.
the person and by over,-organizing and building other controls into their
world. An experimental approach ma' he tried here 1w removing one
person at a time from the group to see in which case the group te- ions

This proicct is being accomplished on Contract AV 41(657)-158 with tlic
Personnel Laboratory, wADC, of the Air Force.
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are reduced the most. Unfortunately and this is true with other selec-
tion devices) one may locate Other types in addition to some creative
individuals by this procedure.

In group discussion sessions (includiag br ainstorming sessions),
individuals differ Nyidely in their contributions to the flow of ideas. Some
persons help to set the stage while others make crucial leaps ahead in
the discussion. Some persons do not slavishly follow the flow of the dis-
cussion. Instead. they think "at right angles" on an unusual train of
tLought. Later they may speak up to send the discussion down new and
fresh avenues. One per son did this several times recently during a tape-
recorded session, whereas the contribution of others seemed to hr merely
minor variations or refinements around already existing themes. In crea-
tivity training sessions, one similarly might build measuring devices to
identify those with the greatest readiness initially for such training its
%veil as those who show the greatest gains during the training.

Bloom has indicated that science students who truly become in-
volved in research work and in the research role during graduate training,
tend to become the productive researchers afterwards. Contrarily, those
who do not get really involved in research as they finish their advanced
degree requirements but somehow got by this hurdle without hemming
involved, usually manage not to produce research afterwards and also
usually manage to avoid research opportunities. If the creative are to
be found somewhere among the productive, then in science we can re-
duce our problem by finding those students who truly become involved
in research problems during their academie career. Some analogous
situations entailing student involvement could also be sought in non-
scientific fields. We might seek out such persons at almost any academic
level if we set up the situation properly and ask for the right type of
performances.

Some Intellectual Characteristics
The results from Torrance's descriptions from one's fellow students

seem promising. Consequently, well designed confidential reports in-
cluding ratings, check lists, and written descriptions from peers and from
appropriately selected teachers and supervisors (as well as ratings- on
oneself) should not be overlooked as possibilities for identifying those
with above average promise of being creative. One basic question here
is to what degree a rater must have creative cluvacteristies himself in
order to be able to judge whether another individual has a high degree
of these characteristics.

Based upon insights derived from factorial findings of many workers.
Clifford has evolved and listed the following specific factors or intact
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tual characteristics as most likely to be valid mcasurcs of creative talent:
redefinition, iidapti\c flexibilik, spontaneous flexibility, asso-

eiational thieney. expressional fluency, vord fluencN% ideational thwriev,
elaboration. and probably sonic evaluation factors.

more broadly, some components of COV,111t1011,

;i1-141 ITIOni particularly convergent production and especially
diyer.rlent p:mluction are involved in creative work. The diverp-ent pro-
duction area R possibly the one NVille 11 }Well Most overlooked to date
in our ellin-ts in psychological measurInent It is probablv the most

ill'eit Ill creative talent. since it includes production cif ideas
in quantity and in quality., originality, flexibility, sensitivities, and re=
tlefinition abilities. Pictorial fluency may he an example of a character=
istie needed more in creative xvork in art than in science.

Convergent ( rAhiction) thinking undoubtedly also has a role in
creative work. Our communication research would suggest that the abil=
it V to eonyyrge and recogniric l correct answer (Hi a multiple choice task
is prolial not sufficiently similar to be used as a substitute for an open
ended task of extracting a fresh ,4encralization from a mass of data or
Otherwise expressing one's own product as result of convergent thinking.
While we can accomplish .iaany fine thiligs by using separate answer
sheets and multiple choice questions, let us not conclude !hat we can
measure everything by using them,

mainly as a result of Guilford and NVilson's particular factor study
On creativity, certain batteries of tests usually including mainly divergent
thinking tasks are being used in some industrial and educational settirnIs
to identify creative talent. -Persons selected by this type of creative Natery
have shown a higher degree of certain intellectual characteristics, suel'
as more fantasies and more ability and tendency to toy with ideas, than
found in comparison groups selected on the basis of high IQ scores. They
also tend to be more able to suggest solutions ,,y1,"71 problems arise with
gadgets, than to merely -curse the gadgets:' Thk research leaders in the
edueationa-, setting are Cetzcls and Jackson. and Torrance.

Ability to sense problems is another intellectual characteristic that
is usually included in creativity. It may also lead to motivational features.

he capacity to be puzzled may be a very important characteristic.
keen observer once said that part of Einstein's genius was his inability
to understand the obvious. Thus the rejection of superficial explanations
of one's own as well as if others is a prerequisite to understanding and
to know when flOtt don't know may be a crucial ability needed in makin,,
original contributions.

From our communication abilities research we feel that the ability
to sense 11-nbiguities, plus effective questioning ability, IMO,* be important,.
in creative activity. This may alternately be described as curiosity in
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Thlis I sow,i: thitt in,inv if thy c,uripmwilk t,! iii ii
inotivation arc uf tu intolloutual iitii

Our revisimi tst_ thouvii it invuives (m1\ vo1kt1 rvviimil,
ut tiIlI( (fli t manipi, if rckvi
idZES 10111 h01.11 in the earlier and later stirges of the creathe process,
It is probably also) lehited to the aliihty and tendency to ion- more
colopreltelisive aliswcrs (IT ,,uhifitms 01:0
111t nn-thc-ii)b StildiCS of creativity, Unlort, :iatelv, lin(1
too it'NV Oç(LSi)J) 1i OW' itCadCillic programs rognirin(2 (awl) re\ isions
;Ind Orix inirS 1Hr t IIiIirr tinot iou 1(11- riiuri 1-igitUd nd vc(n"k:11)1c
pristitiCt.S. LiketViSO. Ini)St o til(' 101' ChM'aCt('FiSfiCS try ()Hen
ignored or not partitlilarly stress( Li in lif()(1111.111S,

Somewhat in contrast Nyith this ucworkinti and char-
acteristic, we found a verbal superficiality faetor. At least iii sciolleo and
perhaps in certain other fields, it seems imlikoly that either creative or
pi-olound contributitlis will come from dilettantes,

At least two response-set fautors. which we have Hlind tio.ov ,tisiti t.
(1);:iracteristics functioning hi ere:ION:Hy. The first one is called -broadfii
cif tiscd o(fritt lope- This type iii ;then! ii iii has ()ken he( 11 ,1 part
deSel'illfi014 la the crucial moments preeedii] th insig.ht stage of the
creative proccss. The second responsc.set foctor is .:escribod as a -resist-
ance to idea reduction:- The opposite end ot this traiL williiv_mess to
reduee ideas may lie valuable in creating broad no..w gencralizatioris,
contrast are the persons who make second=order corrections on slick
generalizations; they may he resisting what they sense as an ,iv;:rredue-
tion in ideas represented by the liroad ileneralization, Both types
of contributions have some value.

Creative persons in several fields usually state that they work inter-
mittently across long periods of time (though perhaps :.dinost CiitoiltiahhV
helow the conscious level) on their key probL:ir.,,;. Consequently, Chiselin
has suggested that we try take-hoine aptitude tests to find those who
continue to) he involY(.'ol and who jot down additional responses whenever
and wherever they occur. Similarly, ti.e ebb and flow of ideas in the
ereatiye process suggest the need for tests which show N'ilrlabIlitV oF 1)(T-

inrmance within an individual across time. Presumably tile person sought
often functions at low' level, but oc;.asionally junctions at a very high
level. Maybe the person with the grYatest variability across time has
more creative potential.

Other tests or test ideas that may hiwe validity include the abilities
to form and test hunches (hypotheses). to foresee eonsequenees. to inter
causes, to evaluate revisions in a prod:Jut . and to he able to toss one's
ideas into the arena of ideas. Our finding of a verbal originality factor
leads us to hope for an analogous measure of nonrcrbui origin/Witt/. An-



other hunch. eNpresse I TI f 110' I w(;11) Co ii if Cl'ef mike neeck ti) ht
able tO NeVerill rrel it I ii One S Mind: Wc lack it
!H )(l test which will determine the idea capacity of an individual: An
interestin!_4 side question is whether we can ItierellNi, stieh ided, pm% cl
in' forming -,Ind trainiinf teams of workers:

Thurstonc sin_r!zested that a creator has !_food rapport with his pre.
local thoinfhts. \Vc Asp need measures in the areas 01 iumwdess
preverlial thought, preconscious thought, and in the relatitinsi lletwocn
thinking ;Ind the iorinnlations of expressions for this thought. The
to good intuitive decisions; on the hasis of incomplcto information

he rf 10VaIlt Barron has saiggested that 1.Ve need f teSt the uhf it'
to express the heretolorc unexpressed expelience
feels that ereatives art more observant (seeiw-r both \\Jim (alters d and
what they do not do). that they place high value on truthful reporting
and to". ifying of their observations, and that they have the ability to
make them explicit. They also make richer syntheses and nolc their (Avn
impulses more. We might acid -here the possible importance not only id
an ability to SeTiRe 1.0.t. also of the ability to question the implicit, We
suspect there are some -1-nportant unmeasured el lractcristics in the ahiiity
to pioneer in an unexplored areit

'To sumrrnirize my current understanding Iii the intellectual aspect
of creativity, T believe ti t there arc' many relatively separate intellectual
compop -its. It is 'herd( re quite possible that multiple types of creative
talent may exist, _-nothe,- general lii inc-i is that certain of these intellec-
tual components may ooderlic some of the motivational forces it) the
c're'ative person and inay also he linked significantly to certain personality
characteristics,

Motivationoi-Interest Choracteristics

Many relevant characteristics have been suggested in this area The
great need is for good measuring instruments (for all ages th N,111

demonstrate the widespread belief of practically everyone that ne-,tiva-
tint] is a stronc . component of creativity. Some motivational characteristics
suggested arc uriosity or inquiringness of mind, liking to think.. liking
to rnanipulate and toy v ;t1-1 ideas, intellectual persistence, need for
recognition for achievement, need for variety, need f;or autonomy, need
for preference for complex order and for challenges therein, tolerance of
ambiguity, resistance to closing up and crystallizing things prematurely
coupled with a strong need for ultimate closure, need fol mastery of a
problem, insatiability for intellectuid ordering, and a need to improve
upon currently accepted orders and systems. High energy with vast work
output through disciplined work habits is usually found.
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(Ither traits slig_c_,,ested :! 5-1111!1'211f,k; fah( ,re :ind more
loniz iiinge risk' fo iti L.i1IL. ind the t&!ItIfi\ t cctimillate .111

overahniiclanec of raw' stint plti a killingticss nitimatcly to discard sonic
of it in lorniin final prodoets, ()He prm-ouati\-e idea _. is
that the creiitix-e person is to take a calculated risk large. though
not unrealistically large) than others and that his iticinient tile odds
in research areas is ac.tiially sm 11a..er than the :I\-;re jiidttiictit from
other persons. 'clic creative individual presiiiiiably does not wan( to deal
in a sheer gamble hitt rather to criga,_re in a risk situation .-here
Iii' ovn efforts ;.ire ink olYed so that ille` 111a 111akl` a difference in if,e
('(Ills'

liarrou reports th,Lt the urea lives have alt intcnse cNtl lot ic iiiil
eolMnitmcrit t 1 t.wir work. 'They mav also set ise t least vaguely, a (lis-
tinet sexual meaning to their (lit of creating.

10iin!Ter persons with creative talent. l-WI:: to (ettcls findings,
a much greater \-arietv of occupational choices, .vith greater interest

in and aNt'ilrelit'SS ()1 11111(1)11VP1itiOlial earPerS, thail (10 their fOlIC.M.V SttidentS.
'MeV !WIN(' that their Vic\vs are not the predominant ones fill reference
to %vliat success in adult life is. -rho.- HY(' ;11St) tr)
ariil to be in the sinall

Other Personalty Churorteristics

Some EIVidt'llet' to date On personality characteristics suggests that
creative persons arc more devoted to autonomy, more self sufficient, more
independent in juchz,ment (contrary to group agreement, if needed, to
be an accurate il1(10'0, 11-1(11-e open to the irrational in th( selves, more
stable, and more capable of taking greater risks in the hope for greater
gaiTIS, more feminine in interests and characteristics (especially in aware-
ness of one's impulses); more (-Limn-unit intl qoli nywrtive, cormIcx
:LS IL yierson, more self ace( pting, more resourceful and adventurous, 1110111
radiCal (Bohemian). more controlliruz, of their own behavior by self con-
cept, and possibly more emotionallv sensitive_ and more introverted but
hold.

Other personal characteristics \vi ich may differ in relevance across
different fields are liking for ideas vs, people vs. thinirs. socialization
and int-el-lief-sum-1i involvement ten(lorwies., int roversion-extrovQrsinn,
surgenc=desurgeney, and impulse control ( suppression vs. expression
In many fields there is often an irn period, though differences
may occur in the iuisighit period.

For example one view is that whenever a person has an inspiration
it certain fields like art, he had better get to his canvas quickly before

this feeling vanishes.



T' Biogrnrthical invonio7 Apprcch

rcse:Ircit ktn ti e niNersitv t.tali currentb.- studx-miT sam=
pies of scient,IN in the Air Force_ and in thi, !--ipaut; vkith
this hiographical itpproach, :\-earlv ever,- time that even a 1)111 1

graphical ilecennyr\- has been tried Ii cientists: it has her folind tti
have promisarg in the initial sanipit, ve an,

;.ibout the amount of h),s in v;ilitliiv that \vill occur in second
;And third studies. \\ rerognite that iii(lire(tly itviii ir zettin,!
at a linktTHRIge of motivational per,oliality traits stic.ii AN \k-orl,
habits, attitudes. interests.. -ahles, family r,ind academie lestorv. and
several personality eliaracteristies. \ perolis have yarions exnerien,es
through life and are exi)osed to different prol)lems, hle.i. trainitni. treat-
ments, enviromnents. etc.. they are -beim, proorationctr in different
.vays NC) that the pr(ilial)ilitv of their eventually l)einy creative is ehaniJinri-
either fax-orablv or unfavorably. This program k ii IIIIi each individual
probithly becomes less niodifiilble as time passes so it prol..idt,; ono imsis

predietin.g future characteristics anal perlornianee \limy of 1)111 600
1,lographieal itenis being tried 011 scientiqs would be siiitable 1,)r trial Hsu,
\Yid' seL,)01 and possiblx- junior high school students,

Some Final Comments
As we look at this total challenging field. we believe, until si)k iv\ 1)

otherwise: that quite different psvchologieal processes are involved \Owl:
we learn existing knowledge .itnd systems than when we produce new
ideas new knowledge, and new systerns Education may teach pemplc
Ii recite the pa,,i and repeat past pert', i-triances more often tlian hi
prepare them t, develop new things or even to he ready for new devel-
opments by others: AN a result. the perspective of ednyated persons wax,'
be dilected 11101°C to the cast than forward. People are probahlv benn!
far 'better prepared to perpetuate the past than to take new steps in the
future that might improve upon the past. Certainly, (11Th does not find a
wide readiness for progres. Too often, strong fears rather than po!,ilive

crrwi-2.0 when the opportunity arises to take a new st:13 torw8rd,
to pioneer itt the frontiers. Ihe sheer amount of education may not lie a
good basis for identifying those ready to take a new step,

We may need to identify and develop people who can learn the past
vithout taking it too seriously (as some unfortunately do eye to the
point of almost worshipping it), We roed people who can t iontally toy
with and manipulate man's knowledge and ideas and ptoducts of the
past, who can use the past as a springboard for the future developments,
and who can find neW leads and do something with those leads to
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improve ti non flit! past, in other xyords, maX t,r1- is to produce
more min(k that art' -tomorrow minds than -yesterday minds.

I am rcpeatodly coucerned %via) restrictions, inhibitions and Clete, --
rents within a person as emarasted NvIth Ircudorn within him, 1 am sad-
derwd when I find xvithin myself or in others that some of these inhibitol's

arc really self=imposCd restrictions that reduce the possibility of f_rclIcrat-

ing new, fresh solutions in problem areas: These birdt-in restrictions can
thr`is reduce the f reedom and potentialities of a person and may cycn
Hock his efforts that Nvotild otherwise lead to successful performance.

I am also Concerned when I sense that many administrators, \vim
presumably have a rc.sponsibilitv to facilitate helpful new developments,
often seem to by much more interested in controls than iii 'progress. On
this point of urganizatinnal cot trots, the creative! 1Tsons mav be the
ones who will most appreciate the neca sit of a few very good rules in

organization. Contrarily, Clev may be most sensitive to unnecessary
rides that are built in L.,- people. The creative may he those. who attempt
to work their way out of such needless restrictions.

This report has been much more : upon thinking and research
on creative talent in science (especialk dhysical science) than in the
arts and other fie]," (though creative writers have been studied). J. have
stated more than once before that science may ha .'c MI we to learn allow
creativity from the arts than vice versa, I am also aware that most of
the researe'n work to date has been clone with adults instead of with
children:

It will be much healthier when we can sharpen and reduce this
lon-4 list of characteristics and also tie the appropriate ones to different
types of creative tal2nt. Nonetheless. it is good at this stage to have so
many tangible and suggesio leads to try.
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Suminaiy.

Human Variability and Learning:
Recurring Themes and Research

VA-L..11_1 13. WAETJ

ug- es ions

Hardly a book, article or monograph written in the fiel(T of education
or psychology fails to make sonic reference to human variability
individual differences; Indeed, it is a point of honor for us to affirm that
curriculum content and instructional activities must be geared to the
individual differences of learners. We are convinced that these variations
in human traits and abilities are a reality. Not always arc we convinced,
however, that these differences are good or that they do, indeed, enter
into the processes of learning. Fortunately, there are few among us who
would raise the question that was recently put to the author of this
chapter. During a disission of the learning process and of individual
differences one student asked, But how can we do away with those
individual differenccr?"

A discussion of differences among learners properly opens to question
the belief that the existence of such differences necessarily supports
separation of pupils. Some people take the position that differences
among young people (with respect to abilities and performance) !maw=
necessary the division of these students into a e-,,ther of abilitv levels
or groups.

Based upon such logic, the kinds of differences between how; and
girls described by Tilden and Lippittdiffcenc,,,, regarding organ'za=
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tional skills and interpersenal sonsitkitieswould lead to the eoneliNi,,h
that separate schools, or at least separate (lL5sV(Xfl should be estab-
lished for the s( -s. This approach would have Ow ipparent advantage
of matching education to the special abilities of the learner: with the
girls seeking, to extend their sensitivity to ia relationships: while
the boys focus more and more upon ()mini-/Ant); 1 skiU Would it
not be equally loOcal. however, deliberately to plan experiences to brinu
these group,; together for the purpose of learning from each other? Do
sensitivit\ ,o relationships and proficiencv at oro-auizints, tasks represent
talents vlucIi T1 be (le \ loped to a 'high level in one gr4)up of children
and be largely ignored in others?

Dcnemartz claims that we should noi. hound 1)-N: soul, an -HUH-v-(0
mode of thinking and says that it iv possible for an educational prograni
to provide advanced development of special skills and abilit:
also providityr mastery of certain InilihnliI111 eSSelltialS in other areas.
The personal experience of ITRU1V educators would confirm the significance
in their own learning of obligations they have had for teaching otl iers. it
is often true that items supposedly learned have iu become full SVI1)-

boli/vd until the 1 1 1.ias been culL 1 m explain thorn t

others.
A slaTtie might well raise t iii ton, "What if the boys don't want

to learn sensitivity to ianuan relationships. and only want to develop
their organizational kill. The (ttieStitni is prOVM'Aive, perhaps even
defeating: For we have all observed children who do indeed have a
particular skill or ability ( individual difference) and V.110 want only to
exploit this skill or ;.ibility rather than learn other skills or become able
in other \VAN'S hi this connection, :llpert's suggestions are germane. He
maild probablv respond to the foregoing question w saving that if
children had the inquiring motive high in their motivational hierarchy

iwe not be .eerneq. This inquiring motive energize the
children to find out about other people; about things and about processes
in their culture. For example; such a motive would not only serve well a
boy's skill --I organi7mg, it would alto push him into other significant
learning.

Opu;,rtunities for learning dend: f. COUrSe, upon' the 'neept of
the roles of teacher and learner which educators and students hold.
Undergraduate college students reveal in their comments some signifi-
cant notions about the roles of teachers and students and about the learn-
ing pi cess. Sometimes they will say to a professor. "I learn most
when my instructo:s conduct a straight lecture course." Unfortunately,
thc, quote is almost 1.,erhto- i. It should he noted that this student
perceives himself as passi re in the learning situation and accords an
active role to the teacher. NVo- ay of note also is the fact that this student
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lit) iii mit; if ()Owl- F, Lipie class m group. Lippiti
indicates that a pattern of classroom operation conducive to leiriiing
+air in which cac nelson ( including the teacher) suhserilies to the group
goal or furthering the learning of all persons in the 12 loop. In such a setting
group niciuh'rs have complete acceptance and understandillg Of the fact
that individual differences witl an ti u grinip help rather than hinder
achiever) wilt of the learniie.,- g,o;,Is identified and accepted lw the group.
Thise two points ma Lt, patently clear that such a process does not succeed
Illness the I unction and responsibility for lea- Hung arc' widely shared in
the elassroi fin:

Recurring Themes

As one takes time to reflect on the comments in the preceding chap=
(1.' rs Certain jc1 s Wein to recur. These "strands" or common elements of
ind:,;idual differences and learning enable us to view pupils differcuth
Hopefully, these elements will encourage us to work more effectively

itli children, or to engage in research which will make education a
more significant experience in the lives of all persons. 'What are the maim.
points that emerge in regard to litunan varial wility and :earning?

Prcoccupat ion with mot iotud !WW1' delet'S 1Ctiritill;cr. The research
rep: Cod Lv Sarason is especi;:llv t,,Iling in regard to this point. He shows
that anxiety and test scores are ,iversely related, suggesting that pupils
take their ansiety to learning and 'Or testing situations and the self-same
anxiety has an adverse effect on performance. What may be even more
I, 'ling is that Samson shows Its that high-anxious children are dependent
Foople: Mass education: as practiced in the United States, almost demands
that pupils be independent in mane of their learning endeavors. A teacher
cannot by the hand the dependent children in a classn,orn, for there
are far too many demands upon his time and attention. The anxiety of
these children, then, almost forces them into a "poor-learning" category.

In this same eonnection. Lippitt's analysis of the way in which an
individual relates himself to a group invites speculation. The pupil who
takes the withdrawal soluti,n in regard to the group, is demonstrating
that there is a variance between his personal interests and those of the
group which, for him; are uncomfortable. The emotional stres,., generated
pushes the pupil into a psychological position that ruts him off from the
learnin potentially available by his being in the group.

The moth's by which one learns arc unique Taylor's chapter should
serve as a \xi:Noble bombshell to educators! The research lie reports is
saving to us in rather eiear-eut terms that people choose different roads
to learning. Those who depart from the school-sanctioned methods of
learning may be those who are now being identified as creative. For



Ta VkIr that ,,oult 'riitiv unili arc ii rr:i'triiif
thuir copaciN for a pri.d dew: others I v their VIlkiClikV

to think Ut, riLd i thy !:,1-(gtp ,!urilig it discussion, while still
others are divery-ent III them- thinkne.l. it they eliiliorate itud expand on
the matter hefore liii i Admittedly, a cult iii determines what pe()phe ape
Ii leio Ili hut. should a culture have an uffieial 111(11(1 regarding how people
arc to learn? AN one grasps in Taylor's report the tOTlCliti(1i) lii "04:111(q)

people are creative, Hue Lets it feeling that it is when the person is not
actually required to b likr othcEs \IlI1 lit t.lects t(1 bc dilrercilt from
(idler,

TIW lIlt lIIi 1tI if ti V" \ .LV of i brought .)tit aim!
SaraS011's research. if ti anxiety it person pos,,eses is a dimension of his
uniqueness, and if high anxiety predisposes it pupil toward dependency
on the teacher in learning tasks. tnen we see el mode of learnims predicated
by an aspect of individual difference, The 'kind of person the learner is
determines how= he shall It 1, fi,-vevcr. the statement eould l turned
around t.ii(1 not be invalid. That i 1 ,vc a person learns ..:letermin, in

part, the kind of IJCPSO11 the learner is.
Itotires art' /cro-ticd (Hid Lque direction /0 lcarnino. it is a :..Hridarci

phrase in education that we -capitali/e on the interests (motives) of
children,- 'We seen. to assume that cNercise of the motive Y111 iii 501110 \t\
Ca ilSe plipilS7 to pereeiVe St'hOOT WOW 1OtiltiVelV, tO bCCOMe irnhOed With
the spirit of learning, and, therefore, ti learn better. Essentially, this point
of view relies on children to acquire Tit'W 1110tiVeN 2hr .1.11(1 their
rtlati011Ship to the school, Exercise of one Jiiotive will, hopefully,
ti-erterate new IllOtiVCS'Upert 110W tells 11S that'. Sil)Ce 501110 motives are
learned, the tc.wher can consciously teach children Or\k" OlOtiVt"-;, llU
W(111h1 nOt he done throtiTh a cour-t, or stud'' or a :rum! eurri(mitin
guide: hut through teachers minute-to-minute relations. ips With Chihli-Cll.

The len also alludes to thc fact that motives give direct i in to leitriiing:
I I] his m(2oun t of the students who gave fr. -as-sbei '4;vc eomJn .As about
pictnres of social revolutions, he indicated that th: ,;tudents' comments
reflected their inotivi,tion. It is this tendency liar learning to be
heeause of perceptions of experience and motivation, that probably vans 's
Alpert to suggest that we try to tcach pupils the inquiring motirc%
students are inquisitive they 1.611,, perhaps, ..kit only have art avidity fin'
experience, but the experience they accumulate will give them a much
broader base on NVhiCh to make judgments.

The social-emotional climate influences learning_ it would he a gross
distortion of f to suggest that this point is something new to psychologi-
cal and educational thought. Yet, conversations with some tew,Thers would
have tis believe that learning i something entireig dependec" on the
learner's i1111C-7 perceptions, motivations, goals and self-concept. The
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,.;rliolars who pre,;(med duriti,i Fif ( ' I

Institute :ire doquent hi their statements ol cxtcrnai Hcti)rs that , aeet
I earning.

For instance, SiUSlLIi5 emphasis till the tes(np4 sitimtion infhlotic
ing the performance of pupils points the finger to external, or sitnotH)11;11,
factors and their impact on learnire.L.Indeed, the last section UU Sarason s

chapter is devoted to sinNfest ions Ica alterin(r the social-emotional
SC) Olaf lii11 anxiety is reduced and learning improve([. Thtfirn presents
researdi data which indieate 11(niv efrpetiV01)." Ic:1111

groups ort!,anized armIrld g00(.1 1111111,1T1 relatiM1Ships ;111(1 c0110111,- 1)t the
mdividnals than they do in fro whieh are -ty,ither i'eiitet-rtl. Iii u

rnewhat vcni Lippat rovirws reseurch whia inake.,..; clear that
the classroom 7ronp has a si,mificalit impact on the individual a.s 1 leariicr.
Alpert's proposed prO!rrairl for the shapincf of motives is strongly depend-
ent upon the social-emotional climate created Ii v the teacher. It is import-
ant hi this euIlTleCti(111 that Aipert l'eferS freq(letitiv t(1 (lie rrIcutlis
Iry a teacher to pupils who engage IU a behavior vhich iiui esis :1 et.rt:Iilt
111)tiVC. OF the faet tilat the teacher has a role in the shaping
of eluldren'.. :Aotives, vr a(17-it interperNonal (soc.ial-elnutjurnal \ far_

ins afh et inch learning;
Lcarnin,H. iN Cl rvutpicx PriM-PS.%% iS ;III CUSV tC) tliat learnin

is simph,' a function of the intellectthat one's mental "horsepower- is flit
factor influencing IcarninY; If a teacher falls prey to this 4tSSWription
is then apt to place the full burden of rosponsibility for learninct on the
pupil. It IS ohvionh that a person's intellect-nal capacity must infhwrice
learning. lint there is adequate evidence indicating that high ability
students are sona.tinies poor lciirners.

The scholars Nklio have emitrihtityd to thiN durcciiierif ziNSkire is that
learning ha ,i more to it than the' exercise of one's intellect. We are told
that onr.'s relations with a !.2roup (letrrinine to s an extent how lie sludl
learnr and that his self-concept also is a determinant of learn in. To make
the picture Cven more complex. are told that the kind of motives
pOSSCSSed -by a perm in and their arrangement in hierarchy are important
factors in learning. As if this were not enough; we are now aware that the
level of anxiety a person has be reflected in his learning.

There is an overarching, notion of learning that appears to emeiwe
from the ideas presented in this booklet. The T lOtiOn is that lcornin,, is a
function of the exploitc iu of onc's uniquenc$s as a person. If we ask
ourselves what it is that makes a person different or unique, it bornmes
apparent that previous experience, self-ooncept, motivational structure
ways of relating to :1 group and perception are a few of the factors that
come to mind. Curiously enough, these an the saw factors that seem tO
hear on learning, While rashly proposed, it is sincerely meant that human
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lea" flint! it differently. uniqueness
inf1ii 1IL t JI1II, ii(1 1110111" Uni)trIbliteS tn iiiii(111Ci1cS.

Suggestion!, for Research
One Cl f the gond fliin,_rs about this booklet is that it raise:.; more

illit'SHOEIS than it aft,,wcrs, 142!--:(q-irch seems to have the effect on people of
c..iusing thew always to 'Wind kiinV." innri'% lt is $.4.00(1 th;it thiS is true.
A trap \\t can fall into all ton easily is that of taking research findings
from one discipline thent bodily in the context and ft log
inother and difr,,,,t silould not, for example, tak,., some
research finding from physical zinthropology and apply it directly to an
educational situation. Research findings from other disciplines only have
curriculum implieations To 11 fl5t 1 successfully by educators these
findiwrs must first he researched in an educational setting

We present the followirol problem areas for consideration and pos-
sible research. Admittedly these mav not be the mt.)st important prribb ias
to be considered, nor are tlv a complete listing- of probk.ms. Rather,
these may serve to illustrate one way in which the papers in this booklet
llii'!lit lie 11,,d for further research and eurrienlnin ('Nperimentation,

timc ran we, (-Icterni inc how children see thems,c1rcs as learners
There is hardly any donbt that one dinien.stin of human variability

is the sell-cmicept held by individuals. Nludi tirne and effort have been
spent to quantify the self concept. but other dimensions of it need to be
studied. We are in dire need of techniques for studying that aspect of
the self--concept dealing with the view that a person has of himself as a
loarner, °nee having determined this we can take the next step and

tempt to change children's negative view of self us a learner to one that
more pr, Jive.

2. loVbat i5 ate eorre/ation buttceen able, (?r/y achici Ii. slinlenis
and creativeness?

17a1v,. Tal ni indicated that there was a, slight negative roli .un
between intelligence and creativity in industrial situations. Is the same
thin true in ota- public school classrooms? Perhaps such a study would
tell us whether we are creating- an official school mold wi. c1.1
must fit It may suggc,st, too, whether the children who do ray
are the more crea, ive childrf-i. At this point we can only sp
answers when we so desperately need facts.

:3. How can the teacher create a learizilw climate in which !,

missible to say -I don't know'?
\Vu' could hypothesize that children will have less anxiety and will

learn better in classrooms in which there is no stigma attached to not
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knovviiit! it po,,sible that such (Tinian. Nvoel(1.
ict.hice linnerathievcincitt:' Obviously, such a research \N-ould necessitate
.111 1c4rc('Inctit -,(I)kit the roles of the teacher and pnpils in the ,\1,01i)lielital
clacsr(ioms, It 1--telvst111 to see lictl)cr the -I don t 1-znox--
climate of learnin' xvould cause some cliildren t lose !oirie of their
motivation to achievc,

4. JO what exicia 1.10 tcaelicr.s distribiac thc i(mrtion (4 (mil wsponsi-
Inlity for lcurninr, in a clas,croom?

1-"0. '111(1 0 essentially a st:tidv to help define some aspects id
,limate (Or learniti, 6, a classroom. if Icarnin!, iN all wily(' pro:

the chapter.; in this looklet su,ggesL thTit we must know (and learn how
11) ilwas)1re) ;tow to get children n owed in activities that W=ill enable
them to take responsibility for their own learning, This is not one of the
either-or diehotomies that Donemark writes about in his chapter. It is
entirely ronceivable that such a research would teach us the rxicut 1(1

,,r1lich we must take responsibility for children's learning and the extent
N) which that responsibility can be delegated to the children. This would
make an ideal action reseal-eh project for tt faculty group to pursue, since
all types of aetrvitie Amid lie consideriAl :old many fornr-i of tr.rouping
I sed,

5, What iti hr dour to hr/1j 4iildr ix 'let 'fop imsitire understand
isur of indiriclaa/ dittcrence?

'iii would be two major purposes in conducting as study to answer
the question as po,:ed. The first purpose is entirely philosophical in
nature, recognizing that a tenet of democracy is to respeet the dignity oil
the human personality. hI\\'('Vr. the second purpose is psychological in
nature. The (pest for- and discovery of human variation from one nali=
viclual to the next- in any group could help to idenitly the gronp as an
agency implicitly dedicated to furthering the learning of all its members.

On, could research this problem xyithont creating a curriculum unit
or a course of study, lJppitt has stated that the Sitrprise Package interview
in which children pair off and interview each other is a way of helpinis
them to find out how the other person is different. Primary gi le teachers
will reeocAlize this as a modification of the sharing period so common in
(air schools: Tt could be handled also by using a rudimentar projective
technique such as asking each child to tell or write what is seen in as

picture used, for example, to illustrate work in social studies, industrial
arts, physical education, biology or English.

ft To that extent do teachers attitude.c about grouping affrct the
learning that occurs in groups?

One of our commonest educational practices is to give a test to
measure some skill, ability or trait and then to group children according
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IL) flivir Ncurv,,, uii Elic ttL We assinue 1,at beta se children possess a
-omparable skill and are 01(4.clore placed in the same group, learning
vill he facilitated. Note that the similarity of children, as indicated by
test score, is regarded as the flux, the catalytic agent that will cinise
log to occur.

If the 0,-,aeher is a member of the classroom :I.rrOlip, as Thekn and
Lippitt propose they should be, then v-hy should we I R it adinit that the
teacher's attitudes about certain kinds of children, or certain degrees of
skill, or certain abilities arc' a factor influencing the ehildrcn's learning?
For cN:ample, suppose a teacher regarded high ability readers as snobs,
could he disguise this feeling so that it would not adversely affect the
children? It is in this regard that The len proposes giving teachers -teach-
able classes---elasses containing children ti hit ill):10a1 to teachers.

T. How con U eneoura!,c divergent thinking in cla,swrooms?
This probhm has many faects. Wc could inquire about the degree to

which divergeiit thinkir,g occurs at present, (Jr the kinds of situations that
scorn to spawn divergent thinking, or whether it occurs in certain subject
matter areas a lore often than in others. Aid, if we as teachers could face
up to the find' ,gs, we might try to in,certain what teachers do when i!
child: instead I converging his think w, (abstracting. ,zeneralizing) be-
gins to expand, to elaborate and to -open up the suhi -I even more. 1.Ve
should not delude ourselves into thinking that divergent types cif learnin
processes can be the order of the day all the time. Can you iniagine 3(1
children all being diverg,ent Jie same moment? The mental picture
is reminiscent of anarchy. This suggests we must learn how to create
opportunities when this type of learning process is cherished.

8, By What techniques can We measure learning without fain!, tests?
We have all known students who -choke up- ur 'become highly

anNious when they find theniselves in a testing situation. It is serious
enough to fail a test, hut the situation becomes worse \vile) one recalls
that entrance to college and employment often depend upon doing well
on tests. Perhaps, as Samson suggests, we should ask ourselves the ques-
tion as to %Ow we do so mach testing in our schools anyway, The ma 'tor
MCC1141ffiC need not 11-iye his apprentice a test, as we know it He simply
observes what the apprentice does and then makes appropriate sug-
gestions: But if the master Mechanic found himself with :30 apprenticcs
instead of one lie, as we, would probably have to resort to more
structured vas of appraising the performance of his charges. Testing,
then, becomes an economy measure. But economy cannot take preeedeik.v
over the wastage of human resources if, i dci 1, tests do contribute to
wasting the talents of some peon- By all means let us evaluate the learn-
ing of our students, but let us be at our creative best in devising evaluative
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A Firuil Comment
lIaving got this far the reader is keenly aware that this booklet has

not totalled on all those facets of differeuce that togotht. r comprise a
human being. We have tried only ti identify selected aspects of human
variability. NV:, tliell haV( sought to expluie their relationship to 4'm-fling.
11fl aspects of human variability discussed in this booklet are those

seemed to the writers to have a more direct relation to the
ducative process than some other aspects. For this reason we have

placed in juxtaposition relleetams upon creativity, the nis ot
the 1,4rou1) to tin' individual and motivation. Statements made in con-
nection with each of tlieNe topics are rich in their implications for the
curriculum worker and for the task which confronts him,

At the risk of plucking the same string so often as to produce a
monotone, we would conclude 1w saving that this booklet is not intended
to converge thinking or bring closure to thinking. Bather; it is intended
to stimulate the reader to further thinking, investigation, disci and
research ibont hurnzin variability and learning.
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